
CHAPTER-IV 

FOREIGN INVESTMENT INFLOW DURING THE 
REFORM PERIOD IN INDIA (1991-96) 

The BOP Crisis of 1990 and its Origin 
"·""':- : -~ 

The external debt crisis, which surfaced in early 1991, brought India close to default. 
in meeting its international payments obligations. The balance of payments situation · 
was alniost unmanageable. The fear of acceleration in the rate of inflation loomed . 
large. The underlying fiscal crisis was acute. The factors that led the economy into 
such a situation were not attributable to any sudden shock beyond our control, such 
as a series of bad monsoons or a dramatic increase in world oil prices. It was the 
outcome of persistent mistakes in economic policy that accumulated through the 
1980s. Fiscal deficits met by borrowings at home, mounted steadily. This was 
coupled with current account deficits. The internal imbalance in_ public finance led 
to a rapid accumulation of internal debt that the government owed to its people. In 
addition, the external imbalance in the payments situation meant a rapid pile up of 
external debt that the country owed to foreigners. It needed no great economic 
calculation or foresight to anticipate that the country was heading for a debt crisis if 
policies remained unchanged. We have discussed ~n detail about the possible causes 
of the crisis in the previous chapter and therefore the same is not repeated here. The 
nature of the crisis and how it differed from the Mexican crisis of 1994 and the South. 
Asian crisis of 1997 shall be discussed in chapter VI and VII respectively. 

Response and Strategy 
. In conformity with the general guidelines of the IMF and the World Bank, the 

government set in motion a process of macro-economic stabilization combined with 
fiscal adjustment and structural reform. It needs to be emphasised that this was 
nothing new. It repeated broadly the pattern ofseveral developing countries in Latin 

- America and Sub-SaharanAfricainresponse to the debt crisis in the 1980s.All these 
countries were under similar IMF programmes of 'stabilization' coupled with World 
Bank programmes of 'structural adjustment'. Any programme of economic 
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stabilization has two fundamental objectives .. Its first aim_ is to pre-empt a collapse of 
the balance of payments situation in the short-terril by reducing the deficit on current 
account as much as possible. Its other objecr is to curb inflation by demand 
management 

· The principal instruments for achieving IMF:.style stabilization are the fiscal policy· · 
of the government and the monetary policy of the central bank. Botli: instruments are 
appli~d as bral(e·s to reduce the levei of'agg,r~gate demand or purchasing power in the 
economy, especially by.: cur~ing deniand e!llan.ating from. the gov~rnihent. The · · 

. presumption is that the pr,oblemsate attributable to gov:ernmentdeficit~-which cau~e .. 
' . . . . : . '. . . . - ,. '. . ·. . ( . ·. . : .· . 
monetary expansion which in t1lm· fe~ds demand in excess of t~e available supply of 
goods . and services in the.' ~¢~no my! th~s fuelling inflation. This co~pression. of.
demand is often combined ·with a ·devaluation· 6£ the national currency on the 

. ' . ' . . . 

presumption that the prevalent exchange rate is unsustainabl~ anq that a .cheaper . 
d()lhestic currency 'Yill provide ~m incentive to export combined with a disincentive 

·to importDevaltiation is the standard lMF-World :Sank recipe for improving the 
baJance _of payments. This package of policiys was implemented in India._ It 
pro:vided the rationale for a sharp reduction.in the fiscal deficit of the gqvernment, the 
adoption of a tight monetary policy and a substantial devaluatio1;1 of the rupee in 

July 19911• 

In conformity with what has come to be known the world over as the 'Washington 
Consensus',_ the Government of India embarked on a wide-ranging policy reform 
beginning in July 1991. 

However it may be mentioned that there are two fundamental principles of economic 
growth particularly when the econoinief are moving from the decades of adjustment 
to a new period of reform and growth (Aspe and Gurria 1992). The frrst one is *at·_ 
during the early phases of development, when an economy is no more than a 

_ collection of fragmented markets and regions, the establishment of government 
institutions, the construction of infrastructure, and the direct participation of the state 
in some areas of the economy are not only desirable_ but indispensable preconditions 

. for the growth process. The second principle is more in line with the recent theories~ 
of endogenous economic growt~ (Scott 1991; Romer 1989; Lucas 1988; and Uzawcf · 
1965). It reflects the notion that the opening -tip of investment opportunities through 
changes in the environment where lndividu~ls work, save, and invest both creates and 
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reveals new investment opportunities. In (Hirschman Alber's 1958) example, once 
the difficult parts of the puzzle have b~en solved, the remaining pieces begin to fall 

' ' 

into place almost automatically. What this means for the role of the state in economic 
. development is that after an initial period ofprotection and government intervention, . 
. growth no longer responds as strongly to further investment as it did during the very 
first stages· of industrialization. FurtherrtJ.ore', this analogy conveys the notion that. 
once the basicinstitution~l framework has been implemented the public will be bette~ 
serve,dl?y Jri~irect. support of economic acti~ity through deregulation, privatizatio~, 
trade iib.~rali~~tion, ~md .cl. · c~inpetitive environment than by direct government· . 

. participatioll in prodrietibn· ~ctivitie~:• With the~e two:principles in mincl it will be 
easier _ _to u~der_stand I_ndia's p~1icy" refomi p~rticulady in the field of f~reign 
investments. :. ·· . 

. ; _.·· 

-,, 

The process ofecon~mic reform is ~eeking to incr!tase the degre~ ()f.ope~ness of the 
economy to integrate it as sooh aspossible with the global economic system; The 
e~deavour is, therefore~ not confined to trade flqws. It extend~ to capitalfiowsand 
technology flows·;'-Consequently, the: policy regime for foreign investment and· 
foreign technology has been liberalized at a rapid pace so. that prior government . • 

_ approval is . now the exception·. and not the rule. It would seem that the primary. 
objective-of the government is to enlarge non:.debt-creating foreign capital inflows,. 
while technology-acquisition and market-'access appear as secondar')robjectives. The 
liberal access to imports of technology is meant to faCilitate technology up gradation · 
and enhance international competitiveness in industry;· 

Reform~Oriented Industrial policy 
On 24.7 .19~ 1, the Government oflndia tabled in Parliament a Statement on Industrial 
Policy which, in effect, ushered in an era of reform in the financial sector aimed at · 
freeing Indian industry from the shackles of counter productive controls, liberalising · 
foreign investment and making Indian industry ·globally competitive. Hitherto, our 
foreign investment poiicy tended to be relatively insular· as a result of which 
investment in India was quite insignificant even though it provided vast opportunities 

. and a sizeable market. With the new initiative takeri by Government1 the world's 
perception of India is undergoing a change. The post~ July 199i period constitutes a 

. . wate~shed in India's economic history ~s it signals the start of si~nificant policy 
· changes as part of the process of economic reforms:. 

. •' ! 
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Policies Regarding Foreign Direct Investment 
Followirig the external payments crisis of 1990-1991 · there has been a shift in 
emphasis in favour of.11ort-debt creating inflows of external finance. In the past, 
foreign investment not accompanied by technology was rtot generally encourage~. In 
recognition of the fact that several frontier technologies are closely held and that · 
administrative· hurdles often impede the inflowof foreign investment; sweeping . 
liberalisation has been eff~cted in industrial and foreign investment policies2 . 

. Industrial Policy ann~unced by Rao Goverimie~t in July 1991 accepted the factthat 
foreign inve.stment is: essential for mod~rnization; technology up gradation and 

. . i~dtistria!' dev~i;lopnient ·of India; The policy, therefore, overbends to cajole fo~eign · · · 
. . . capital to coineto India, T4e main-points of the policy ;rre (i)Approval wili b~ given · 

· ·· fot direct· foreign investment· U_{)to 51 per· ce11t foreign equity in high priority .. · 
industries. Clearance· will b~ available if foreign: equity covers the foreign exc;hange 
requirement for importe9 capital: goods; (ii) The·-payment of dividends would bt; 

· monitored through the .Reserve Bank of India so as to ensure that export earnings 
balance outflows on account of dividend payments over a period' of time; (iii). To . 
provide access to international markets, maJority foreign eq~ity holding upto 51% . 
equity will be allowedfor trading companies primarily engaged in export activities; 
and (iv) Autom~tic permission will be given for foreign technology agr~ements in 
high priority industries upto a lumpsum payment of .Rs.l Crore. 1 

Foreign companies are being permitted to· open liaison offices and branch offices in 
India on receipt_ of applications from them . 

. The various measures taken by the Government to create a congenial atmosphere to 
attract foreign investment to India and absorb the sarrie have resulted in opening up 
a plethora of routes for the non-residents and multinationals to brin~ in investment. 

· The policies artd procedures pertaining to foreign direct lnyestment and foreign 
portfolio ~nvestment have been progressively liberalized over the years. At present~, 
all FDI are permitted under the automatic approval route, except for a small negative 
list. In a major effort to encourage investment in e-comrrierce, FDI up to 100 percent 
~as been permitted in. the sector subject to specific conditions. The dividend · 
balancing condition for FDI in twenty-two consumer goods industries has been 
removed, The existing upper.limit of Rs.l500 crore for FDI in projects involving 
electricity generation, translllission and distribution (other than atomic reactor 

. . 
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plants) has been dispensed with. For facilitating greater inijow of foreign funds in the 
crucial oil-refining sector, the ceiling for FDI under the automatic route in oil refining· 
has been increased to 100 percent from the existing 49 percent. FDI under the 
autoimitic route has been permitted up to 100 perc~nt for ali manufacturing activities 
(with. certain exception~). in Special Economi~ Zones (SEZs). Foreign equity.· ·· 
participation up to 26 percent has been allowed in the insurance sector subje.ct to the 
issue of necessary licence by the insurance Regulatory and Development Authority. . 

. 100% FDihas also beenall~wed (withcertainconditions) in the telecommunications· 
sector for Internet Service Provid~rs (ISPs) not pr~vidhig gateways (both for sateilite · · 
~nd submarine ca]?les ), infrastrucrUt~ providers providing <Jark fiber (IP .category ]); · ·. 
eh~ctronic mail andvoki mruf . . . . . . . . . . . . 

· ~oli'eies Rega~ding. Foreign: Portfolio"Ii:}yestfuenf · 
As part of the ongoing process' ofdev~loping a ~arket;.friendly environment fOF 

· foreign investment, Foreig~ Institutional Investors{Firs ), i.e., pension funds· •. mutual 
funds; :asset management compani~s. investment trusts, n9ininee companie~ and ... 
instihitional pQrtfolio managers hav~ been allowed' access to Indian &tock exchanges. 
Th~ participation of Fils is under ~onditions comparable to. generally accepted . 
international standards. Indian companies listed on the stock exchange~ have been 
permitted to make· private placement to Fils up to 15 per cent of the enhanced 
(emerging) .Paid-up capital of the company~ In terms of policy announcement made 
by the Government in the Budget Sp~ech of 1992-93, Indian companies with good 
track records are being permitted to raise funds from· the international market by way 

· of issue of Global Depository Receipts (GDRs )/Foreign Curre~cy Convertible Bonds 
(FCCBs ). -.-

T~e off-shore· funds route for foreign investment was in operation before the 
liberalisation process started In 1991~ In 1986, the first such fund called the India 
Fund was tloated by the UTI. Subsequently, about nine other funds were floated by 
UTI, GIC and commercial banks like SBI, Cartara Bank, and Indian Bank. These 
funds were well subscribed and there has been substantial inflow in respect of these 

. funds to the country. NRis and OCBs dm mak~ direct investment in the new equity/ 
debenture issues. of coinpan~es under two main, schemes popularly known as 40 per 

, , ' - ' - ' 

cent Scheme and 100 per cent Scheme .. 

A niiniber of steps have been taken for capital market refo~s which inter-alia in dude, 
(i) setting up of the· Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), with vast . 
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. statutory powers to regulate Indian capital markets; (ii) repealing of The Capital· · 
Issues (Control) Act, 1947; (iii) allowing Foreign Institutional Investors (Fils) to 
invest in the Indian capital markets; and (iv) permitting Indian companies to access _.·. 
international capital markets through GDR issues. 
. . . -

Policies pertaining to international offerings throughADR/GDR by Indian companies 
have been further liberailzed. Overse~s business ~cquisitions throughtheADR/GDR 
' ', -. ., 

route have been permitted under the aut~n1J-aticlsimplified ~pproval mechanism for 
In,diancompanies engaged in(l) infohnatim} te~hnology and Enter,tainrnent software;··, 
(2) Pharm~ceuticals; (3) Biotechnology·; and (4)Any other sectm as notified by the. 
Qovemment. from time . to tilne .. Th~ ·automatic approval§· wouM. be· subject to,· 
co~ditiori.s ofpreviou~ lis.t!ng, conformation to Fbi policy and limiting of transactions 

· . ·to US$1 00 million or ten times the export ·e~m1ngs ciuring the. pre~eding fi~ancial 
.·_year._·· . 

. India has· taken concrete initiatives for developing standards and codes'in different 
. areas of the fimmcial system as part of the. global. effort in d~veloping smindl . 
i~temational financial archltecture4: · . . · . . 

· The ongoing economic reforms in the area of foreign investment have improved 
India's attraction as a foreign investment destination in the perception- of the 

· international community. Th~ Global Competitiveness Report: 2000, brought out by 
. the World Economic Forum/Harvard University recently, lists, several encouraging 
parameters for the Indian economy as an investment destination. Among the main 
competitive advantages of India, highlighted by the Report,. are licensing of technology, . . 

availability of suppliers, median income tax. rate, export promotion and quality of 
business environment. In the overall growth competitiveness ranking, Indi~'s position 

. has improved to 49 from 52 in 1999. 

_Necessity of Foreign Investment in India 
The necessity of foreigri investment in India can· be briefly measured from the 

. savings-investmentsgap shown in the macro-economic aggregates for the Eighth and. 
the Ninth plan respectively introduced since the. inceptions of the reforms. It is. · 
noticed from the table-1 below that the savings investment gap has been reflected in 

· . the form of current account deficit (CAD) as.l.l percent ofGDP in the Eighth Plan 
. and 2.1 percent of GDP in the Ninth Plan~ The almo~t double increase in the CAD is
possibly due to increasing need of external resources t0 achieve a higher growth rate .. 
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As per the Ninth Plan, total domestic savings is likely to average 26.2 percent of GDP. 
In addition, the current account deficit may be 2.1% of GDP, which in value term will 
be$ 46 billion in the five-year period. Thus total investible resources available are 
likely to be abou_t 28.3% of GDP. This level of investment will support a growth rate 

. of 7% of GDP thereby implying an incremental capital output ratio (I COR) of about 
· :4;03. J~e possibility of increasing the rate of growth in economy would depend upon 
increasing the total level of investible resources and./ or reducing ICOR. The inflow 
of foreign savings can be either in form of debt, both public and private or foreign 
investment, both direct and portfolio. 

Secondly the financing pattern of private sector investment of Rs.149000 crores 
during the Eighth Five Year Plan (1992-1997) has been based upon net inflow from 
abroad in the form FDI to the extent of Rs.21300 crore5. 

Second, reliable source to know about the necessity of foreign capital is the Rakesh 
Mohan Committee Report on infrastructure. The Prime Minister's Council on Trade 
and Industry with a sub-group on 'Infrastructure Development' has also accepted the 
recommendations of the said report6. The Report had set the objective of hiking 
investment in infrastructure sector from around 5.5 percent of GDP in the 1990s to 
7 percent by 2000-01 and 8 percent by 2005-06. In terms of value of investment, the_ 
figures are Rs.432000 crore (US $ 100 billion) for the period 1996-2001 and 
Rs.755000 crore ... (US $175 billion) approximately for the period 2001-2006 
approximately. Thus we can understand about the volume and magnitude of the FDI 
requirement in the near future for the Indian economy. We have to analyse and 

. visualize in subsequent paragraphs with the actual inflow of FDI, which has taken 
place so far during the reform period and the measures necessary to attract sufficient 
amount of FDI in order to meet the desired goals. 

Table-1 

Macro Parameters for the Ninth Plan (1997 - 2002) 

Plan Eighth Plan Ninth Plan Pas 

·Jomestic Savings Rate (% of GOP at market price) 23.8 26.1 27.2 

Current Account Deficit (% of GOP at market price) 1.1 2.1 2.6 

Investment Rate 24.9 28.2 29.8 

I COR 3.7 4.3 
< 

3.9 

GOP Growth Rate (% Per Annum) i 6.8 
: 

6.5 7.7 

Export Growth Rate (% Per Annum) 11.9 . 11.8 14.5 

Import Growth Rate 11.7 10.8 15.9 

Source : Ninth Five- Year Plan 1997-2002, Vo/.1, Pg. 54 
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Foreign Investment Flow in India: A Shift from Debt to Equity 
Prior to 1991, capital flows to India predominantly consisted of aid'flows, commercial 
borrowing, and non-r:esident Indians (NRis) deposits. Direct Investment was limited, 
averaging around$ 20Utnillion a year over 1985:-91(see previous ch~pter). Foreign · 
companies wishing to invest in india were generally restricted to 40 percent equity · 
participation; su~jected to requir(!ments on_ technology transfer, and lhnited to · · 
priority areas. Foreign portfolio investment of public sector bond issues,· while· 

. . . . - . . . . . . -

foreign ~quity holdings in Indian companies wer~ not permitted. 

The basic difference in the approach to raising resources for ~evelopnient between 
thepr~~;efqim period (i.e. before 199o).and th~ post refprm period (i.e. after 1991} 
has been twofold namely (a) tliat a markeHn:iented investment pat_tem would be the . 

· best for ~ptimality of development, rather than a· 'State directed' and (heavily state 
_ :financed) pattern of development; and (b) that in line with the above philosophy~ the-. 

free flow of capital across. international borders would be the best way to develop 
hitherto iess developed eGonomies ( o~tensihly because capita~ would tend to flow to 
low wage countries in. w~ search for high~r p~ofits) 7.. . . 

In the year 1990-91 there was a current account deficit of $9.680 billion, which . _
receipt financed by capital account receiptQf $8.402 billion leaving a g~p of $1.278 , 
which was utilized from the foreign exchange reserve. The capital account receipts: 
ti111990-91, mainly consisted of official assistance from the IMF and other donor 
_countries and borrowings from various banks andinstitutions including ~on-resident · 

· deposits. The contribution of foreig~ investment was practically nil in the capital' 
acGount as evident from the figures given in Table-II which shows that there was only _ 
'$103 million from foreign investment and the balance amount being $8.299 was in 
the form of the debt flow. In other words the foreign investment contribution was only 
1.2% of the ca:pital account receipts in the year_1990-9 ~.In the post reform period the · 
share of foreign investment has substantially increased and in the year 1993-94 it was 
43% of the total capital account receipt accounting for $4.235. billion as against total 
capital receipts of $9.882 billion. In the year 1994-95 the ratio of foreign investme11t 
was almost 60%. In fact substantial amount of flow from !oreigi1 investmen~enabled 
the government to ~epaythe external debts.: Thus, the surplus available after meeting 
of the current account.deflcit arid. repayment of external debts have contributed to 
increase in foreign exchange reserve over the period of reform. In each year of the 
reform the iqcrease in for~igri exchange reserves. varies from $4 billion to $8 billion 
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save and except only one year 1995-96 in which there was withdraw! from the reserve 
to the extent of approximately $3 billion because of substantial increase in trade 
deficit and current account deficit and repayment ofiMF and other loans even though 
the ratio of foreign investment inflow was almost 165% of the net_ capital account 
receipts. It may be mentioned here that net capital account receipts in this year came 
down to $2.974 billion against the receipt of $8.013 billion in the earlier year 1994-
95 because of outflow on the capital account of about $5 billion towards repayment 
of various external debts. To sum up it may be said that the overall BOP situation has 
improved over the reform period with a pradigm shift in the nature of flow from debt 
to equity, both FD I & FPI. The total receipt on capital account during the period 1993-
94, 1999-2000 was $58.817 billion of which $32.402 billion (55%) consisted of 
inflow on account of foreign investment and the balance $26.469 billion ( 45%) in 
various forms of external loans and deposits including the proceeds of Resurgent 
India Bonds in 1998-99 . 

......................................................................................................... ...................... _ ................ I~l.l.l~.!.l ______ ........................................ ---................................................ , ................................ , .. :.: .. :.: ... "-.. 
Balance of Payme~ : Summary# 

(In US$ million) 

............................................................. ..l .. ~-~-~9.: . 9~-~:~.4 ... ~.~-~~7.~.!5. .. ~.~-~-~-=~-~--! .. 1 .. ~~-~.:~?. ..... ~.~~.!.:~.?. .. :~ .. ~~.?.:~~---·! .. 1.~.~-~.?9.9.9.Jf.IP.r.it§..~P..~.!Il~~.r.t ..... 
t . . 1999-2000 2000-01< 

1. Exports ! .. .......... . , .... ?.268~ ........ ?~!!?.?. ...... ~?~.~ .. 11 ........ ~~~.?..~ ... ~?..~~.9..!.... 34298i 38285 17808 217 42 :2: ... iiTiiJoi1S ........................ : 27915\ 26739 35904 4367oi 48948 51187i 47544' ........ 55383 .......... 25358""'36976 
......... o'fwilidi":·i3a·l: ................ , .......... 6o........... ...5754 ... ___ 5928 ............ 7526!"' .... 1.oo36 ............. 8.1.64'i' ........... 6399T ......... 1.o4a·2 .................. 4464 .......... 830'6 .. 

~-~!i~~~~i~~ti ............ , ..... ~~~ ..... :~~~~ .. ~;~~2 ....... :~~!!§1 .. --=~6-i~-~- .. :.~·635i ... -1 ~~~:· -~~~~: -~:~~ -;~~: 
Nail~raciarseiVicesT. 9 535 602 -19 726 1319: 2165: ·· 3856 629 511 

......... 1f1~~~r1~ .. i!!~me i -32?..9. ..... :~~1 .......... :320 -3307 ....... :=?.?.?..1.:. :=?.544' -3359 -1831 -2067 
.. f'.Ytt@llsfers 5265 8093 1~?.~QL. 19280) .. 1.?.?.?.~ 

Oflidaltransfers 368 416 410 379) 307' . 382 

.. ?.
5

·:· .. ~ c=j~~~i~~ant~n~ce~~:=·c>.~~::::::::·:·t::::::-~~:~j3QJ':::·::.1I§~:: .. ::: .. ~:~~ei'f""·:=.:~i~}~>.L: .. ·:·~eij·~:· ... : .................... .L ...................... L .................. 1:~~ .... :::::"""·-~~2S.:~?r=·::~~-~~S.: 
6. External assistance 

(net) .. i: .. carriiTie.rCia·i·ti·;; 
...... ~i':J~ .. {':\~9..@. .... 
8.1MF(net) 
"!i .. NR deposits (net) 

.. 1.Q:.f3~P~.~-~-~~t !'.~~ ... !.. .... : 

.. ~.~.:F.'<:l.r.t:!.igll.lr1Y.~~~-~~ . 
(net) 
ofwhich: 

.: : :(iffi?.G~~~L.. . .......... .. 
(iO Rls 

-377 

....... . .... 5?.?..~1:·· ..... ??.~~ ... ::: .. :_j~99! ....... ~~§?."" .......... ~~-~........ . ............ ~9. ............ :~.9..!5. . == .......... _ .. 1::"1''"43 -1715! -975 -618' -393' -260 -156 -26 
112 ..... 1.1"o3!" .......... 3.35a··· ........... 1.1.25·r .... - .... 1.74:t ............... 2.1'4o ...................... 932 ......... 1.36'2 .. 

-983 -952! . -727 -767! -802l -711 -521 -461 

····················-················································!··--··········-········· ·······················-~---······-·····-··········-~---······ 
4235 4807 4615! 5963 5353[ 2312! 5117 2406\ 1766 

28 1943! 2938 3525 2380('" 2093 1057[ 1082 
1665 1503 2009 1926 979) 2135 954) -46 

(ITO Euro equities & i 
... 'C?t~~~... ··: .... ::· : .. ·I:::: .. 1'984 ...... 2o16 .. · 6'63!····1a99 ... fl49: .. 322! ..... 889............ 395! 73o 
12.0ther flows (net)+ 1 2800 2604 ~2235) ~1131 -606i :::174: 2805 · ······ 826i 379 

.. ~ .. ~.:.<?.~.P.!t.~.' .. ~~.C:..c.>~ ............ ! ........................ .L..................................................... ' i : ..... ~ota' <~tt · 8402: 9882 8013 -~~-:;;~r ... : .. :;·o-437 ............ 9393 : ........... 7ss7' ............ :;·o·3o·s·......... .. ... 3s·asT ........ 2'53'ii' 
14.Reserve use 

(-increase) 1278' -8724 -4644 2936! -5818 -3893\ -3829! -6142 -821 l 146Q 
#A_CtlJ<I_Is,_ . ... ......... . .. :... .. . , .. ·. .. .. ........ . .. . .. : . . .... .. .. . . , . .. . . . .. .. ..... . .. 
@ Fgures in dude receipts on account of India Development Bonds in 1991-92 and Resurgent India Bonds in 

1998-99 and related repayments, if any, in the subsequent years. : ................................................. .. .. ; .. .... +.iil.cili~e .. a.ma.n9 .. Ci'i'ile·rs::·~eiaxeCi.exi:iaitrec;eiP'iS:·a·i1Ci.eiTCi.r5·&:a·r.:·;;;;;iQi15: ............................. · ...... . 
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India's Share of FDI in Developing Countries 
The surge in FDI inflows into the developing countries continued in 1990s. FDI into 
developing countries increased from US$ 33.7 billion in 1990 to an estimated US$ 
166 billion in 1998(Table III). India's share within this flow has increased over the 

· last few years. It has goneupfrom0.4percentin 1992 to 1.9 percent in 1997. China's 
share has increased from about 10 percent of the developing countries total in 1990 
to about 25 percent in 1998. We shall make a detailed comparative study between 
India and China in chapter VIII. 

Country 
China 
India 

·························-· 
Indonesia 

... 'S9..r.~.?..: R~P..:.C?.f ..... . 
riJ1?i?Y?!>i9 

_Philipines 
Thailand· 
All developing countries 

ir1C::Il:.lc:jif1g q~i_r:l;:t . . . 
Share of India in 

. 9.~Y~'9.Pil1 ~l.c::9..l:l.l)tr:i~~('Yc 

·Table-Ill 

1990! 1991! 1992 1993[ 199{ 1995! 1996 199T 1998 
3487! 4366 11156 27515! 33787! 35849! 40800 44236~ 45460. 

162! 233 ....... ??..9.1.. 9731 2114! .?.1?..1?..... 3351 .......... ?.?.?.?. ... . 
1777 

727 
2004! 21091 4346! 6194" 4673: -356 
ss so9T 1776! · 2325 2844: 5143 

2068 ..... ·······:·······. 

5078 
1517 
2336 

·····················································-·· 
5106 
1222 

3727 
1713 

··························--· 
3733; 6969 

.. 11=3.24! 51108 78813!101196!106223 1E+05 172533'165936 

! 

0.48! 0.34: 0.4 

The Indian Financial System is found to have integrated itself, though mildly, with 
the rest of the World in terms of trade flows, flow of foreign capital and interactions 
on the stock market. 

Analysis and Appraisal of Actual Flow 
As we have seen in the previous chapter, the actual inflow of FDI was practically 
negligible during the pre-reform period because of preference of.foreign technology 
over the foreign investment and several restrictions were prevalent for equity 
investment in Indian Industry. However the new industrial policy announced in 1991 
had several advantages for the inflow of foreign direct investments in the country. As 
a result the actual inflow started pouring in from the financial year 1991-92 and in the 
very first year after reform, the FDI inflow was US$129 million which gradually 
increased consistently from US$315 million in 1992-93 to US$3557 million, (ten 
times more) in 1997-98 as evident from table IV. The inflow was through RBI 
automatic route as well as SINFIPB route but the major inflow was through FIPB 
route. In 1997-98 the FDI through RBI route was US$202 million whereas it was 
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US$27 54 million through FIPB route. The share of financial collaboration increased 
from30.42% in 1991 to 71.61% in 1997. Theaverageshareoffinancialcollaboration 
during 1991 to 1998 (March) was 58.36% involving a total amount of Rs.l58770 

. crore as evident from table V. The number of financial collaboration approved during. 
this period was 13202, which was only 950 in 1991 at the beginning of reforms. 

FDI inflow as a percentage of gross capital formation in the country has gone up 
during the reform periodfrorrialow of just 1% in 1993 to 4.2% in 1997. The increase 
has been gradual and consistent as 1.4% (1994); 2.6% (1995) and 2.6% (1996)8. The 
FDI stock as a percentage of gross domestic product, which was 0.7% in 1980 and 
0.4% in 1990 during pre-reform period has also gone up substantially to 1.6% in 1995 
and 3.3% in 1997 during the post-reform period9. In term of value the FDI inward 
stock in India remained stagnant during pre-reform period between 1980 (US$1177 
million) and 1990 (US$1179 million). However it increased gradually during post 
reform period to US$5196 million (1995); US$10073 million (1997) and US$13231 
(1998)10. It may be noted here that the world stock of inward FDI was 4.088 billion 
in 1998 and the Indian stock as percentage of world stock was a negligible 0.003. The 
developing countries total OOI inward stock was US$1.219 trillion, which was a little 

. more than one third of the world total. Thi,s suggests that India has a long mile to go· 
to increase its share in the world pie qf£0I stoek~ 

- .. --
, ..................................................................................................... . ··········································· ....... . 

Table-IV , ............................................................................................................................................................ . 

Foreign Investment Flows by Different Categories 
.............................. T..... . .. ···············r·"····· 

(US$ million) 

!.:. ............ . 
• 100HT2 I 1002ill 1~ I100Wi 1ffi)ffi I 1ffi:HJ7 1997-98 1991-98 

........... ............ : ............................. 1······ . ···············-~-- ..... 

'Grand Total 

\A. Dir~~!.l.~Y.~.~!~~~!............ . ..~.?..~.!...... 315 ......... ?.~?.1 ......... 1314 21441 2821 3557! 10866 ............... · .............. . 

a. RBI automatic route 42 
;·b. siAIFIPs~~t~ ...................... 661···· 222 

! ~: ~~IJ~QY.o..~ ~.00%) . 63! 51 

l.~:.,ll,~~i~i.ti?..~ ... ~~.~.r.~~t .. 

/ B.Ftxtllrrmrat 

: aFls# 

: b.B.JrotqJis@ 

!c.cxtael.Jrffi 

! &oms 
! Totai(Aill) 

41 

- l 

-

4! 

133 

244 

240 

3 

ffi9 

... ~91 .. 
2801 

2171 

'Jii1 ! 

100> i 
152) \ 

~' 
4153 I 

171 1691 135 0 202 808 
...... ········ ... 

701 1249\ 1 922 2754l 71 94 

442 715\ 639 241: 2368 
········································ 

.............. !~: 125 ............ ~.§.9..'.. ~?.§ ........... . 

~4 2748: 
19)3 201l 

~ ffi3 

Zil ffi 

51:£ 4ffi2\ 

3312 

1m> 

13:'B 

20 

6133 

1&28 ! 

9?3! 
645' 

'Source : Economic Survey 1999-2000 and previous Lssues,Govt. of India. 
: ..................................................................................................... :·-·-·-·----·----··---·--------.-:.:;;·······'-·············:·····----·····-----··· .................................... , ...................................... .. 
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Table-V 
·······--··-·····-·······-···········································--························································--························---------······································--······ 

.............................................. Fi.'!~.~~.i."!! .. ~~-~-.!~.~f.:l.~.i.!?.."!.l .. ~.~~-~~-~-~~-~-i~.r.!.~PP~~Y.:~.I:>. ... : ... ~.~-!:!~ ... !~ .. ~.~.!'J.~ ................. _. ______________ ............. . .............. . 
Year ....................................... .. ~PE~Yt:!.c::lt::::.<?.1.1.c:J.'?.~r.§l.!i9':1~ Shar..t:!~.f. . .. }':IY.~!5.~.~':l~ .... LF.':C?.r.~ig_':l ..... . 

. ...... .. ........ (Numbers) .................. ~J?.Ec:>Y~~ ....... l .. l?..r.".l.t:l.~~? 
. .. . . ................... .. .. ......... . ........................ ... . .. J~.!'.:t::::r..1 ....... :..(~.<?.!:>) ... . 

1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 

1 . 

Sub-total 1991-1995 

289 
692 
785 

1,062 
1,355 
4,183 

950\ 
1,520[ 
1,476! 

-1,854! 
2,337] 
8,1371 

30.42 
45.53 
53.18 
57.28 
57.98 
51'.41: 

3,879! 
8,862i 

14,190, 
32,070' 
59,535! 

1996 1,559· 2,303! . 67.69. 36,150' 

1997 ........ J.~.f?.?. 2,325: 71.61 ?:'!.f:l~P.L 
1-~~~(~pi():f0~:r.~6i ., 298 ·A~?!··· ... .......... 6Ei':'19 ......... !3_,1!39: .... · 

. 9lll:>.~~()tc:JI.:t~~~~1~~13.(1'1/!?r.~L .. ;3..?.??.... ... . §.()~?· .. .... ......... 69.54 ..... -~~.?;3.()[ 
........................... , ............ :._.············· 

~~~1:::~.~-~·-~~ . 7,705 . .13 

489 
507 
529 
565. 
619 

679 
712 
871i 

.. $~.l:l.r..~ ... : ... 1f.:!.c:l.i? .•.. !Y.l.i~.i.~~l)' .. ~! .. 1.t:J.c:l.'::l~~lyi.§_~.-~.t:!YY..!>.1.t:!.i:t.~r. •. ~.~-l _ _:l __ ~§lf3:..... .......................... .......................... .......................................... . ........................ .. 
Note: Approved investment indudes GDRs and FCCBs amounting to Rs.17,473 crores. 

::::::::::: :::::N:()~::e:>~:~:r.~6:~6:~~::~~f.~d~::~~~6:~i~i ¥.~~~:::::::::::::::::::::.. ::::::::::::;:::::::,:::::::::::::::.::::·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::... · 
..... ··.::-, . 

It is very important to note that during the pre-reform period the FDI approvals with 
foreign share holding between 25% to 40% were 80.65% of the total approvals 
granted during 1981 to 1983 which came down to just 10.09% during the post 
reform period between August 1991 to, May 1997 .. However the FDI approvals 
above 40% foreign shareholdings increased during the post reform period to almost 
85% as compared to negligible 0.51% during the pre-reform period (see Table VI 
for details). 

········································ ································· 
Table-VI 

j Foreign Share No. of Approved ! Share in [ Cumulative ,......................................................................................... p.p.rova-i5······Arri·a'i.'Jili(R:5:cr:s .... l .. tota:i·o~··· ............. i .. sl1·a·re .. (o~·5" 
[1]. [2]. 3] [4] 5] 

\A: August 1991 to May 1997 

: .. l.::~.~~..!.tJ.~!1.! .. 9.................... ............................. .. . .................... ?.~~ ........... :.:::~~ .·.······ .. 526.16!''''' ....... :.9.~§.9.::.. .. . 
: 1 0 to 24.99 783 4,426.11 [ 
• 25 to 40 689 1 0,548.54 i 

4.23! 
10.09' 
29.24' \..~9.:9.~ ... !'?. ... ?..9 .................. . ..... ~ ..•. ?..~.?.:........ 30,581.91 : 

. .. ?. .• 9.~?. 5:::24:::§.?:c:>.:::?.~::r:: ................................. ,................................................. , ..................... . iAIICases* ······················· ........................... . 

'B: 1981 to 1983 
! Not Available 
·-···································-················· 

! .. l.:,.'?..~~ .. !h9.!:1 .... 1 .. 9 ..... 
: 1 0.0 to 25.0 
: 25.0 to 40.0 

3 0.31! 

... .. ............................. ~ ............................................. :.I::i.ii ... 
'.. .......... ..?...(]' ............ . 

160 
9 0.51· : 40.0 to 50.0 

, All Cases 277 .1QQj)i}T ........................... : .................. .. 

Source : Generated from a database· developed using individual collaboration approval 
:data reported in Indian Investment Centre (II C), Monthly Newsletter and Ministry of industry 

The investment proposals with wholly owned subsidiaries have also increased 
substantially during the post reform period as evident from data given in table VII. 
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Table-VII 
Increasing Share of Foreign Subsidiaries in FC Approvals 

Period .......... :.fc:JT~i9t::J.§.'::l~~i9._i§~~~ ............ ......... ........................... . . Total 
of which 100% owned 

[1] [2]. [3] . [4] 

f\l:.fgJ ~~! ~()}~~? 26.1 .. ....... 33 850 

.. ~.~.?..r.~. c:Jf.§.l:.l~~i.~i§~.~~ . i 
in Total Approvals(%) 

. . [5] 

30.7 

J .. ~.~-~ !()..1 .. ~.~?..: ................... ; ............................ ~ .. !~ .. ~-~-:...... . _, ..................... ......... ~}~ .................. ......... - ......... ~:Q~.!?. ........... ;....... . ............. ~?.:.~!........ .. ............... ; 
1996 to May 1997 ' 1 , 130 433 . 2,146 '52.66 
Total Since 1991 2,529 800 4,041: 41.86 
Note : Excludes GDRs and cases where foreign shae Was not available. 

Distribution of Foreign Investment in FDI and FPI during R_eform 
Period ·· · 

;,... 

The behaviour of foreign investment flows indicates wide fluctuations in relative· 
contribution of FDI and portfolio. Relative contribution of FDI, which was about 
95% of total foreign investment in 1991-92 declined to 79% during 1992-93 declined . 
to 48.5% in 1996-97. On the other hand, portfolio investment share in total foreign 
inves.tment, which was very low in 1991-92 at 5% increased to 51.5% in 1996-97 as 
shown in Table-VIII. The portfolio investment cannot be treated as investment in the 
expansion of productive capacity but merely as financial flows in the secondaFy 
capital market aimed at earning quic~; and high returns. Contribution of NRI 
investment in total foreign investment was at a high level of about 40% in 1991-92, 
which declined to 11.5% in 1996-97. It has been observed that despite wide range of 
incentives offered by the centre and state government FDI has remained relatively 
low culminating in wide gap in foreign investment approvals pertaining to the nature 
of approvals. 

Table-VIII ... 
Percentage change in the Composition of Foreign Investment 

Years FDI FPI NRI's Share 

1991-92 95 5 40 

1992-93 79 21 14 

... 
1993-94 14 86 5 

1994-95 25 74 -

1995-96 43 56 -

1996-97 
,. 

48.5 51.5 I 11.5 

Source : Secretariat for Industrial Approvals, .Qept. of Industrial Development, Ministry of Industry. Govt. of India. 
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Industry-wise Pattern of Approv~ls 
The industry-wise inflow of FDl indicates that in the early years of liberalisation, :. : ~-:· ~~~~~~~~<~-. : 

;;·.· '.·- .· engineering, electronics and chemical industries have received greater share while _ 
the service sector recdved the least Later the trend has chcinged such that the. 
financial sector keeps the topmost position in claiming greater share of foreign 
investment. The percentage distribution of FDI to different industries reveals that· 
29.22% has gone to power & fuel and 19.36% totdecomniunications, thus the two 

. '·. -\:;;.sector accounting for almost 50% of the total FDI approvals. Basically these two alsn 
. fall in the Gate gory of infrast~cture except the oil sector which is otherwise very ·· .. 
~inportant considering the forei~ exchange outgo in imports pfoil and ener~y._ Thus'.~~~,,,. 
contxary to the often~cite4, view that f(>] is being encouraged more in constimer s~ctoii· 
d9es not hold true for foreign investment policy though it may be true for the trade _ 

. policy where imports of consumer goods are taking place in big manner. Food 
processing industry which include soft drinks, potato chips· and edible oi~ account for . · ·· -
only 6.46% (Table IX). · 

FERA ~qught to chanrtelise fQreign investment into high technology ·and_ export. 
intensive sectors. Even while retaining the basic concept of selectiveness, the post
July 1991 phase enlarged the scope for foreign investment. At the end of 1989-90, 
manufacturing sector accounted for 85 per cent of the total FDI stock of Rs.2705 
crores. Plantations had a share of 9.5 per cent. Within the manufacturing sector, 
Chemicals & Allied Products stood at the top followed by Machinery & Machine. 
Tools, and Electrical Goods & Machinery in that order. Liberalisation of industrial 
licensing is the most important policy decision, which can be expected to influence 
sectoral pattern ofFDI.It also appears that to generate a demonstrative effect certain 

. high profile collaborations had to be approved initially. Moreover, with the emphasis 
on exports of non-traditional and those, which were hitherto treated as low-technology 
based industries,· the possibility of changes in industry composition of foreign 
investment has increased. Another major policy change in the new regime is with 
regard to drastic contraction in the public sector reserved areas, notably power and 
telecommunications. 
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Table-IX 
. ' 

: ..•.•.••...•............••••........ -............................................................................................. -....•...•...............•...••.•........................................•.•••...................................•...•... ······-······································································ 
! Shares of Different Sectors in Approved Foreign Direct Investment 
· (August 1991 to March 1998) 

L'r1c:1t,~~try(§~«::!<?l': No. of . . .... f'.pprgy~c;l Share in 
Approvals · Investment (Rs.Cr.) Total(%) 

! [1] [2] [3] [4] 
' Power & Fuels 311 46,363 29.22 
Telecommunications 321 30,725 . 19.36 
ser:v~Ce-secia-r* ............ _........................................ .. ..................... 1 .. :2·87 ...................................... 16:-t542 ...................... -..... , ............. 1 .. a:::r1 ............... . 
qJ::t~.r:!l.~-~ .. .(<?!J::l.l::l.r.: .. !J.:l .. c=.t.~ .. !l::l.r.:!i_l~~-r.~2:. ''""""" 762 11 ,653 . 7.35 ood Processing Industries ................ 597 ............................ : .... -1.6-;24'8 ............................. , ............. 6-:46......... · · 

.......... -............... ; .•........................••...................... 
Transportation Sector 387 9,968 6.28 

!Y.".t::!.~?:lll:J.r.9.i«??._l: .. l_~c:11,:1?.!.r.i.f::l~.. . .... 216 9 ,08§1 . H........ . ... ?. .. c.?.=?. ..... . 
:t'=.lf::lc::tr:ic:;?l F9l,liPI'!:l~r1!~ (i~c:;l,§<?~c=.tr:~) ... ..1 . • ?~!:>. . ................. §.=3.E3 t. 5.27 

, .. --r:,""e.H .. xti .... _,_-_le_ ..... sH"'H(,=in: .. c .... l,.u .... d .... "i'n ..... ""., .. d_=Y~ .. e ...... d.H_, .... ,P .. ,=r_i_ ... n .... t ... e .. , .. d ... , .. · .. , .. H., .................................... 3 .. :::9: .. :4, .................................... H.H ............ ?~E3-~?...... . 
P~PI::!E~F."~::~.'P(i~«::'F."~P~r:Pr<:>.9'::l«::t~) 8o ..... ?.?51. 

1.65 
1:42 

'"'i'""" 

~---'-~-~-'::l~!r._i§l_I_.!Y."_".l_<:;_J::l_i!J~EY. .. ~ .. _IY.I!<? .. T.<?.<?.I~.~.............................. 480· .......................... ........... ?.!.~.:<.!:.?.:............. .. ..... ::J ... c~.E?. ............... .. 
! Others 1 ,488 9,206 5.79 
\Total 7,618 1,58,671 100.00 
! Source : Based on data provided in Ministry of Industry, SIA Newsletter, April1998. 

L::: ... ~ .. r1-~~':l.~.i.r1.9. ... ~D.~.'::l.i!.?.~«::Y., ... :f.i.r1.".1E:l«?.ic=.t.!, .. ~@.~.i_r1Q ... ".l.!:l.c:1 ... J::l .. <?!t::!_l~ ... ~-t_<?_l,IEi?..r:!l.: ............................................ .L ............................................. .. 

7% 

. ' 

Shares Different Sectors. in Approved 
Foreign Direct Investment (August 1991 to March 1996) 

1% 

30% 

20% 

0 Power & Fuels 

EITl Teleconununlcatlons 

EITJ Service Sector 

[ill Chemicals (Other than Fertilizers) 

EITJ Food Processing Industries 

0 Transportation Sector 

EITJ Metallurgical Industries 

EITJ Electrlcal Equlpments (Incl. 

Software) 

EITJ Textile (including Dyad, Printed) 

EITJ Paper & Pulp (Incl. Paper 

Products) 

EITl Industrial Machinery & M/c. Tools 

EITJ Others 

Distribution of Approvals Acco-rding to !heir Size in Value 
We have seen above that investment approvals were concentrated in the major sectors 
of Power & Fuel and Telecommunications. These being heavy investment sectors, 
their share in number of approvals are small compared to the share in investment. The 

I 

two sector~ together accounted for 519 approvals or less than 8 per cent of the total. 
Understandably this sectoral character of the approvals will have its reflection in the 
size distribution of investments as well. From Table X below it can be seen that 
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proposals with Rs.500.00 crores and higher investment were only 3 8 out of 6,183 i.e., 
less than 1 per cent. But these claimed a little more than one-third of the investments 
approved. If the approvals in the Rs.1 00-500 crores range are also taken together, 211 
approvals account for more than 70 per cent of the total investment. On the other 
extreme are the projects in the less than Rs.1 Cr. bracket, which while accounting for 
almost half of the approvals account for hardly 1 per cent of the investment. The 
pattern of the approvals makes it clear that the su~~_ess or failure of the expectations 
with regard to inflow of foreign investment would be determined by a limited number 
of large projects and their industry cha.If~teristics. 

Table-X 

................. l?..i~_!f._i~~i-~ .. C?!' .. '=~l:;.AC?.C?.~~9.i.':l.9 .. ~.c:> .. ~-~~-()f:_f.e>.~~!9.r.!.'.t:~Y~~-~-(;!_':1~ ............................... . 
(August 1991 to May 1997) 

: Investment Range i No,of i Amount. ! % of % of 
.. (~~-~¢i-) .................•.••... J . .A.P.P.i.~y~l~ , ••.• _AP.P.r.9.Y.~~J- Col.2 ....... ..... _ggl:3 ..... _ ............. . 

: [1] 
'0 to 1 cr.· 
:1 to 5 cr. 
; ....................................... . 

!5to25cr. 
'25 to 50 cr. 
; 50 to 1 00 cr. 
·1ooiosooer-.····· 
; 500 cr. & above 
'All Cases 

(Rs.Cr.) . 

[2] . [3] [4]. [5] . 
: 3,040! 919.38! 49.17 0.87) 

.: 1.{)~{) ~.~o.o.:?~L... 27.27: 3.59[ 
6 : 14.65, ·- ·9:soT 

3.43, 

2.07' 

····················!······················ 
7.09! 
8.35! 

.. .......... !. -~-:~~----···· . . ?:~9..; ___ ......--~$-~~r .......... .. 
38! 35,992.35 ! 0.61 ! 34.02! 

6,183/1,05,789.33! 100.00! 100.00/ 
·Note :Excludes GDRs and cases where the investment figures are not available. 

Country-wise Distribution of Approvals 
The source of FDI inflow in India is very widely spread over the globe. USA alone 
shares the largest position with 28.65% with commitment ofRs. 40,469 crore out of 
total approval ofRs. 1,41,273 crore during the reform-period from August, 1991 to 
March, 1998. The second largest share comes from U.K. which is Rs. 10,784 crore 
just one-forth of the share of USA but highest amongst the European Countries, 
followed byGermanywithRs. 6,195 croreduring 1991-1998. Japan's share is almost 
equal to that of U.K. with Rs. 6,884 crore during the same period, followed by Korea 
with Rs. 5,839 amongst the Asian partners. A very sizeable amount ofFDI has come 
through tax shelter of Mauritius accounting for 15.58% of the total FDI approvals 
during this period. Surprisingly NRis have no material contribution in FDI inflows 
although their hidden contribution through Mauritius route cannot be denied. 
However it can be said that NRis share in FDI is very negligible if we compare the 
role of ethnic Chinese in FDI inflow in China (See Table XI for details). 
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Table-Xl ................. --·····:::::~::::::::::::::: ... ::::::::::::···::=::::~~:~r.:~~~::~::~p~~~~::F.~~~a:~::P.~!.~~~::~~~:~~~:~::::::··-·-·····················-··········" 
(August 1991 to March 1998) 

Wast &!sl~;- . 

- Saudi Arabia· . . ·--····1?..?..:! .. :.~.~---·········'··················-·····························-·····L. ......................................... . · ----:::··uAE" ......................................................... , ...... , .. _ ............................. ,., .. , .. ,........ ,(?3o·.oz· .. !· · ··· · 
--·=-~~~: ............... -..................... :····:· .................................. :.,~ ........ :.: .............. j: .......... ~~:~~---------+ ............................. ·--·-· ......................................... .. 
... 1§~~~~ ..... ~ .. -~"":'?..i~-·-~~ ........... ~.:.............. ...:.............................. ' ......................... . 
.. :::- China· .. ........ .............................. .. ........ '?..~.?:.:·., ~.:-:::: ........ +· 
--~~ .. ~-~ii.i;;;;:r:~C?~ ...... ................... . ....... ···· ':L. 
----~---~~~-~~- i A'frlca . .-.... :.; ............ ! ·······t···:. · 
·'· :: ... ~.i9..~.r..~~:-~ ...................................................... - .... - ........... - .. : ...... :: .. : ........... l ........ _.::t~?..:.~.~---------L....... . _.............. . . 
Total lncl, Others·. · · · · !·· i 1,41,272 ... 80· 

... ~.9!."'.~.: ... (2 ... ~-~-~ct.~"'. .. §.P..~~-; __ ~i.i>. .. .9.D.IY. .. t'.:!~J<:>..r. .. ~~.!:'.~"'. .. !!:'~~~--9.r.'?..~.P. ... ~.r.~ .. "'..~'?.~r.! .. ~~.9..Y~i .. 
and (iii) Others include investment 1br which country details are not known and 

... i6Y~."'.~!:'~ .. f.r.:.::>.'!'. .. '=~-P!::'.~ ... ~.~~-§.!::'.i.r.!~.~:: .......... J.............. . ....................... L............. · ............ :..... .L ........................ : ... , ................. L 

.. §.".>.~~~~:; ... E.".;;a~~~ .. ".>.!:'l\llir.!~.'?.f..l!:'ct.!::'~.t.r.Y •.. .§.~~~Y".."'.IE1>1ot<;>.~ •.. !.'-Pijl:.:! .. "'..~~::,. . .......... : 

State-wise distribution of Foreign Investments 
States have been showing considerable interest in attracting foreign investment. In 
this context and in the context of wide inter-state disparities in industrialisation, 
location.of projects with foreign investments has assumed significance. Given the 
nature of approvals, however, the available information has serious limitations in· 
reflecting the actual amounts that are likely to flow to different states. If one goes by 
the official figures, Delhi will be receiving the maximum amount of foreign 
investment followed by Maharashtra. More importantly, in about 30 per cent of the 
cases, location was not indicated at the time of approval. The&e projects account fOF 
approximately· one-third of tfi.e total investment. While Delhi stands at th~ top it is 
obvious that most of the corresponding 458 projects (Table XTI) will not be located 
in Delhi. Delhi, in all probability must be representing the neighbouring states or the 
foreign investors might have used the services of local agents for communication and · 
for doing the initial spadework. Depending upon the nature. of the project these can 
be located anywhere in the country. Also, in case of services, location will not carry 
the same meaning and. equal significance. compared to Illanufacturing venture~ .. 
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tally, most of the approvals for Cellular and Basic Phone services carry Delhi 
addresses. Bombay, Bangalore and Madras were the other important locations for 
these approvals. For all practical purposes Delhi should also be clubbed with Un
indicated category. It, therefore, means that for almost half of the investment, the 
location ·is not known in advance. In view of the importance of a few large projects 
in the approved investment, even a couple of projects can make a large difference to 
a state's share. And if fot any reason, the projects do not materialise, the share in 
actuals will slump significantly. For instance, the somewhat high position of Orissa. 
is acquired by two major projects namely a refinery (by Hindujas and Indian Oi] 
Corp) and a steel plant (by Caparo group of Swraj Paul}. The combined investment 
was about Rs.625 crores. While the refinery project is unlikely to come up, the Mesco 
group and China Metallurgical Import & Export with almost ~~ual amount of foreign 
investment entered into a new collaboration. In case of West BengalChatterjee/Soros · 
Groups obtained approvals to invest about Rs.SOO crores in Haldia Petrochemicals. 

State-wise approvals of FDI in India suggest differing performance among Indian 
states. States are now in competition with one another to attract private investment, 
both domestic and foreign, but this competition is largely confined to Andhra 
Pradesh, Gujarat, Kamataka, Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu. State level d::1Ja on FDI 
approvals (aggregate FDI approvals between 1991-97) suggest that the relatively fast 
moving reformers have attracted higher investments, both from foreign and domestic 
investors. 

Table-XII 

State-wise Distribution of Approved Foreign Investment (August 1991 to January 1997) 

State No. of Approvals Amount (Rs. Crcire) Share in Total Investment (Per cent) 

Delhi I, 458 17,330.36 17.08 
Maharashtra 832 12,676.39 12.49 
Karnataka 434 5,493.90 5.41 

Tamil Nadu 543 5,468.75 5.39 
Madhya Pradesh 110 5,268.33 5.19 
West Bengal' 179 5,249.55 5.17 

Orissa 49 ' 3,790.79 3.73 
Gujarat 251 3,762.54 3.71 
Andhra Pradesh 295 2,511.27 2.47. 

Uttar Pradesh 219 2,444.52 2.41 
Haryana 268 1,788.40 1.76 
Punjab i 66. 821.20' 0.81 

Rajasthan 128 605.47 0.60 
Other States 424 3,116.55 3.07 
Others (state not indicated)• 1,752 32,592.67 32.12 

Total: 5,814 1,01,494.02 - 100.00• 

Source: Based on Ministry of Industry, SIA Newsletter, February, 1997. 
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Approval of FDl vs. Actual Inflow 
There is a gap between FDI approvals and the actual projects undertaken. On a -
cumulative basis, FDI approvals betweenApril1991 and September 1998 were of the 
~rder of $55,111 million, whereas actual FDI during tlie same period was a mere 
$11,963_1Ilillion (Table Xlll). Therefore, actual FDI as a proportion ofFDI approved 
was mily 21:7 per cent. The same ratio is much higher in China, Indonesia, Korea, 
Malaysia, Philippines arid ThaiJan& In order to achieve the govemment"s goal, it is 
crucial to raise the FD I approvals_ to actual ratio, 

Whi_le_ the investment approvals sho~ a promising picture:, at _least in comparison to . 
India(s past experience, considerable anxiety is expressed in different quarters over 
the slow pace of inflows.: Given that inflows do not start flowing immediately after 

- the approval, one should expect a time lag b~tweert approvals and inflows, especially 
for large and lmig gestation projects. In their case it is reasonable to assume that 
inflows will flow gradually as the projects progress. The number ofapprovals against 
. . . . ' . ' 

_ which inflows have been recorded would give a better indication of the extent of . -
likeiy implementation of approved foreign investment projects. Since such information _ 
is not available, actual inflows are being compared to approved amount~. The general 
feeling is that inflows constitute about one-fifth of the approvals. However, if the fact 
that approval data includes GD R issues also is taken into account and that one should · 
allow at least some time lag for capital flows, it is possible to arrive at different 
estimates of actual realisations. 

Table-XIII 
Foreign Direct lrwesment: Actual Row vs. Approvals 

1991i 1992',!, 1993 1994 1995_,··, 1996 1997 19981 Total i 
: (91 to 98): 

IAppr~als. , ! ; 
I Rscrore 7391 5256!11189 13590 37489139453 57149 28783' 

. ! 

L!:!.~ rrli!ff9..n· __ ............ . . . .. .~??i.1.!1?L 3559 4~~? ... 1.~.?4?JJ1142 1575? ~~?..?.:. 
! ........................................... ································· 
.~~~ir~: ·· ······----- -------- · 35+ 675r 1786 3009 a72ar a43112aB.5 ...... , ..... 

S$ mllion 15 2331 574 958 ''''21ool2383 3330 ................. , ................................................ .. 

ce : Ecohomy Survey 1999-2000 previous issues, Govt of India~, 

i' 

1936481 
55111! 

~--=-:~:!h~::~:P.P.i.~~J.:~:6·~ .. ?.~~1_~i!?~ .. ~~i.~:~:.i~~~~~~NF.f.l_~ii.~~(i~y-~~~-~ .. ~PP.~~Y.~-~ ... ~Y. .. ~f.3..1:: ___ ..... , .. 
lJ.! .. ~.'.'~~9.~ .. ~~--~~-~-~.r. .. ~_cqu_~~.':l .. c:>.f..~1a~~-~-~f. .. l.~.~-~-':l _co~palli~~--~Y. n_l:)l1-re~icl.e..~_ts ....... ·--.. -· __ ..... _.. ... · 
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The rates at which FDI approvals are being translated into actual inflows have 
improved (Table XIII). The actual inflow of FDI in proportion to. approval has gone 
up from about 19 per c~nt in 1995 to about 21 per cent each in 1996 and 1997 (up to 
November 1997)·. This St1ggests that the bottlenecks on the path of implementation · 

. of the approved schemes ~re betng removed. Maintenanc~ of good macro-economic 
. policies coupled with sustain~d and. steady improvement in the policy environment 
is improvin~ India's attractiveness as an investment destination .. 

Export Prospects of Fpl and Foreign EX, chang(! Outflow.· 

Th~ earlier policy on. foreign. hlVe.strrients pl~ce~ a. special .'emphasis (nt export 
· p_ronto'tion. Foreig11 conip~niies. with theil' inowledgg of in~emational. ·markets, · 
established brand names, supyricirtych.noldgyandproduct acceptan~e, dose as~ociatiqn . 

. with the consumers thr~ugh.worldwide ~ubsidiaries and ~ffiliates are expected to b~ ... 
. itt a better position to promote host_ co~ntry exp·orts, Indeed, a numb~r of studies in 

. India focusedonthis aspect ofTNCs. The general finding ofthese studie~ was that 
either f()rei&n controlled: c~in:panies were not · sig~ificantly ·better export:-onented 

. ~han Indian companies aml/or th_attheir operations have had a neg~tive direct linpact. 
on the overall balance of payments. The present policy, however, places very little 

. . 

restriction on this count. 

Given the fact that much of foreign investment flows into India during the 1990s was 
not into green-field projects and almost all of that flow was targeted at the domestic 
rather .than the export market, the net balance of payments impact ofFDI inflows can 

. be negative. The avail~ble evidence suggests that this is indeed true. The Reserve· 
Bank of India has periodically been publishing figures on the finances of Foreign 

. Direct Investme~~,Companies (FDICs) or MNCs, orcompanies in which a single · 
non-resident. investor has 10 per cent or more shares, for different sets of years in the 

. . 1990s. These firms are those, with the requisite foreign equity holding, included in 
the RBI's studies of the finances of a larger sample of public and private limited 
companies. It .must be· mentioned that neither do these data sets amount to a 
comprehensive census ofFDICs nor are they a consistent sample in the sense that the 
firms covered remain the same in all years. However, these firms, numbering between 
24i and 3.21 in individual years between 1990-91 and 1996-97, are predomi?!lntly 
modem firms operating in tlie Engineering and Chemicals sectors. Their.perfoiinance 
can therefore be treateq as being. b~o~dly representative of firms with a significant 
foreigil int~rest operating in the country. 

' ' . 
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The RBI figures show that seen in terms of annual rates of growth of sales and fixed 
assets these firms registered substantial expansion starting 1993-~4 whenliberalisation 
really took o:lf,. and even though there were signs of a slow down in sales growth by 
1996-97, fixed asset expansion continued: On the other hand, the two variables that 
registered a deceieration 1ri growth in· the later reform years were export revenues 
and foreign exchange earnings, which were the indicators which the reform was 

· . exp.ected to stinmlate .. 

-· The decelt<ratlon in export earnings was accompanied by a sharp increase lill the -. 
.impqrt intensity of production by the MNCs· .. Whilethe ratio of exports· to salf;!s _ 
stag~~ted in the 9:w 1 o· per ce,nt range througll tht< .199Qs, the ratio ofi~pqrts to ~~res -. 
rose in all ye~s except for the yeru- 1991-92. The_ import tp. sates rat~.o. more than 
doubied between 1990~91 and 1996-97, ~ising from 7. 8 per cent in 1990-91 to 8.5 per: · 

· centdurihg 1992-94, 10,6 percent in 1994"795, 12.8 percent in 19~5-96and 16.3 per:·=·
cent in 1996~97 (see table xry}~ 

lf one look at tht? overall foreign exchange ¢;)(P~Aditm;~ by these finhs it is foun4:t}J.~t -·· · 
while non-import expendi~res on royaiti~s,-'dividends and the like did increase a~·· 
well, the dominant increase was on account of imports. While imports rose 3.6tim~s _ · 
froni Rs.1916 crore in 1993~94 to Rs.6979 crorein 1996-97, foreign exchange
expenditure under heads other than exports rose from ~s.356 crore to Rs.l116crore -· 
during the same period. Clearly the iffimediate impact of reform was to encourage 
foreign firms- to offer 'newer', import-intensive products to exploit the pent-up 
demand. This is corroborated by the fact that the share of imported raw materials, 
components and spares in the total expenditure on such items by these firms, which 
fell from 18 to around 15 per cent in the wake of import contraction in 1991-92, -.. -
subsequently rose to touch close to 21 per cent in 1996-97. 

Non-import expenditures too rose sharply, even though the smaller share of such 
expenditures ih the total limited their impact on foreign exchange ~utflows. Thus; 
between 1990-91 and 1996-97, payments on account of dividends rose 2.6 times,. 
those on account of royalties 6.4 times, and on account of professional and consul
tation fees by a multiple of 23 .1. While indicators such as the latter two may be takent -
as indicators of modernisation, the fact remains that they contributed litt.fe to actual . 
export competitiveness. 
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Table-XIV 

Finances of Foreign Direct Investment Companies (FDICs) (in Rs.OO Crores) 

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 

No.offirms 
Rate of growth of sales 
Rate of growth of Gross 
Formation of Assets 

··········································-··············· ··············•·················· 

.!3<:1!E:! .. .9.f..9..r.~~---CJ..f.f..9.~~~-···············--· 
~ctrf1iQg~ ... 
Rate of growth of Exports. 

f3<:1!E:!.9f.9..r.~~-gff.<:).r.~~-E:!~P: ................................... . 

f3a.!~ . .9..f .. 9.E~~ .. .9.f..lr.!1P.CJ..~~-··································· .. ··········-········ .. 
P.E:!~ttg ~qllity'Yc? ... 50.4 56.0 
Exports to sales(%) 9.3. 9.9: 
Sales to GFA% 191.8· 197 ......... .................... . ......................... ······························· .. 
Gross FIXed Asset 
Formation to total uses 
of Funds 
Ext. Sources to total uses 

··································· ······················· 
of Funds 
Gross Profits to Totai 
NetAssets 14.7 13.8 
Gross Profits to Sales 13 12.3 .................................................................................................................. 

Profits Retained to Profits· 
afterTax 
Value of sales 

63.8 
216.2 

58.4 
248.9 

16.5 

13.2 

37.3 
29.4 
12.4 

22.6 11.9 

18 28.6 

11.2 
14.6 
45.5 

11.3 
12.1 
40.0 

. ······················ 
11.7 48.7 42.6 ................................................................................................................... ·························· 

53.2 40B 31 27B 313 
9'.3 
179· 

························ 

14 
13 

59.4 
196.9 

10.4 
180.2' 

49.4 

47.3 

14.2 
12.9 

59.7 
229.3 

9.9 9.2 9.2 
189: . 194.7 169.2 

13.5 
12.9 .. .................................... 

64.3 
311.6 

43.2 73.5. 

52.2 61.0;. 

14.3 13.1' 
13.4 12.9 ......... 

67.5 65.5 
382.0 427.4 

value of production 220.3 255.6 199.6 229.0 315.7 382.0 427.4 

--~-~~·-~§~~~~!.~~.P.-~0.~.~-t.~.... . ............. ::: .. :.~.::.:: .... : ....................... : .. : ....... ::: .. ::·:············ .................................................................. ·································· .::.: ...... : .. :~ .. :::.:::: .. 
etc.consumed 118.5 140.8 106.5 119.5 163 199.7 225.8 

Imported 23.0 22.3 19.6 22.2 31.4 40.1 48.5 
Indigenous 95.2 118.6 86.8 97.3 113.6 159.6 177.4 

.§.~~~E:!.~ .. ?.~~-~P§.l.r.~~ ... ~~-~~.l!l.E:!.~ .......... -.. ~ .. 9..:.?. ..................... 1.?.:~ ....................... ~.:.~ ........................ ~ .. 9..:~.: .................... 1.~.:~ .................... 1.?..:~ ..................... ~ .. ?..:.?. ........... . 
11!Jp()~~9 . . . ........... ............ . 0.4 0.4 0.9 0.8 0.8 1.9 2.2 
Indigenous 10.2 12 8.4 9.6 13.1 16.7 16.6 

Earnings and Expenditure in 

.ECJ..r.~i.9.~ ... 9.~.r:r:~.~-~!~.~................................................. ······-····· .................................. ...................................................................... ···························· ·······-· .................................................... . 
, ... l.=.~.rf1if.1.9~i~, .. ~C?.r.~.ign__ ·····-············ ...................................... ························· ·····-············ ................... ...... . ................... . 

Currencies 21.6 26.7 20.4 28.0 37.9 42.2 46.9 
Exports 20.0 24.6 18.4 23.8 30.7 35.2 39.4 

~P.~.Q.~~~r.~_iQ fC>.r..~!9Q ... . . ................. ... . ................. . 
Currencies 20.2 20.0 20.2 22.7 39.8 57':8 80.9 ........................................................................................ ........................................... .......................... ... ........................... . .............................................................. .. 

ofwhich imports 16.9 16.3 17.2 19.2 32.9 48.9 69.8 
Net Inflow(+) outflow(-) 
offorex (+) 1.4 (+) 6.7 (+)0.2 (+) 5.3 (-) 1.9 (-) 15.7 (-) 34.0 

-~~~-: .. f.=.i.9~~~~-~~.IJ..~~~~--~!f.~.<?.!~~ !!«:.~t~.~! ~~-~i~~l.p<?.i_~ ..... . .. 
Source : Reserve Bank of India 

Sources: The Indian Economy 1999-2000 an Alternative Surve; Delhi Science Forum 
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The.net impact of these dev~lopments on foreign exchange flows associated with the 
working of these enterprises has been negative. Net foreign exchange flows, which . · 
amounted to an inflow of Rs.l42 crore in 1990-91 and Rs.529 crore in 1993-94, - . 

turned into an outflow of Rs.186 crore in 1994-95. That outflow had risen to Rs.340 
crote by 1996-97. What is more, even in i990-91, frrins in sectors like Engineenng · 
and Chemicals, which were the ones receiving further investments in the subsequent 
years of liberalisation of FDI regulations, were already registering farge outflows. It 
wa~ only because of the inflows into firms in traditional sectors like Tea, Textiles and · 
Leather that the aggregat~ figure turned out to be positive: The evide~ce is clear that 
FDI of the kirtd that I~dia h~s been.receiving in,tli¢. wake ofliberaJ!sation is a factor 

. contributing to a foreign exchange dr~in r~th~li t~J $. ellhancem.~11t of India'~ foreign 
e~change e~~g. capa~ity ..... · · ' . · . ·· . " · . · ·. 

"· .. -. 

Thu$, unless. exports increase significantly and bt;ing in additional fmeign exchange · 
. t;evenues, net inf1ows that are positive at the time when equity is flowing in soon tu~ 

· ~:negative, andwithin a ~hort period cumulative inflows are negative. It is for ·this: . 
rea~on that the cumulative foreign ~xchange impact of f9reign investments targeted 
at domestic markets inevitably tends to.be ~egati ve. There is no reason to believe that 

· given the nature ofFDI flows into India during liberalisation the story would be any 
different. Thus volatile and moderate industrial growth during the reform years 
appears to be accompanied by an increase in external vulnerability. 

A study of some firm specific analysis also confmns the above study of RBI. Table 
XV below reveals that in case of all the six MNCs the net outflow of fund in foreign 

· exchange was more than the foreign exchange inflow in the form of export proceeds 
of these firms. , 

Tabie-XV 

i The FOB Value of Exports and the Foreign Exchange Earning. 
Net of Import of Capital Goods werE) in Million Rupees (1992-93} 

TNC Foreign Exchange j, Foreign Exchange 
i 

Earned bl( Exports Outgo ... 
Bayer (India) 63.5; 98.3' 

Boots Company (India) ' 1!?.3 95.5 ,. 
f ;, 

,39~3 Cadbury's lndi~ i 7,8 

Eskayef (india) ••. 
'• 

~1·.7. 
i 

71.2 ! ' 

I: 0erman Remedies 11,3'' 110.7 

!'lc;>echst India · 
.. 

11~.7 
!. 118,8 ' 

Source: Winin Pereira & Jeremy Seabrook, ."Global Parasites: The IMF, WB and GA1T', Pg.101:. 
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Impact of Foreign Investment Inflow on India's External Sector 
during Reform Period 

A country's international financial situation as reflected in its balance of payments 
and its level of monetary reserves depends n~f only on its c1,1rrent account (its 
commodity trade) but also on its balance on capital account (its net inflow or outflow 
of private and public financial resources). Because almost all non-oil-exporting 
developing nations incur deficits -on their current account balance, a continuous net 

' ' 

inflow of foreign financial resources represents an important ingredient in their long-
run development strategies 11 . 

The current account balance is one of the principal indicators that economic_ 
authorities follow closely. At certain stages of the development process, large current 
account deficits need not be a cause for alarm. Such deficits are normal at the initial 
stage ofindustrialization or when there are-major structural changes brought about 
by the diversification, dgepening or upgrading of the industrial base which involve 
heavy imports of capital and intermediate goods. Nor is it surprising that large FDI 
inflows are at times associated with large current account deficits, as such inflows are 
normally used to finance new projects or the expansion or modernization of existing -
production facilities.- These almost inevitably require the imports of new and 
advanced machinery. Nevertheless, the persistence of large deficits raises a number 
of concerns and entails the risk of a sudden shift in investor's confidence, leading to 
reversals in capital inflows, particularly of portfolio capital. 

The manner in which the current account deficit is financed as well as the level and 
composition of external liabilities has an impact on a country's ability to absorb 
external shocks. In the case of foreign debt, the country bears most of the burden 
arising from such shocks, whereas equity financing, such as through FDI, allows 
asset price adjustments so that foreign investors share part of the negative impact. As 
to the volatility of capital flows, this varies according to the type of instrument, with, 
for example, short-term debt and portfolio investment being potentially more volatile 
than FDI. A satisfactory international reserve position can also serve as a safety net 
in times of payments difficulties . .... 

The impact of FDI on the BOP of a country varies, depending o~ the purpose of the 
investment, the nature of the activity and the age of the project. In general, trading 
transactions ofmarket-seeking foreign affiliates are likely to entail more imports than 
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· exports, particularly in the initial stage when a substantial proportion of machinery' 
and inputs is likely to ~e imported. By contrast, resource-based or efficiency-seeking 
affiliates will generally record hig~er exports than imports: .. 

Generally savings- iave~tment gap is equal to current account deficit ~r the foreign: 
exchange gap, which is due to import-of capital ~oods and intermediari~_s for long· 
term investment in capital projects in the- country. During the pre~ reform· period! -
c~rrent account deficit was fih~nceq by extemai deb( This had led to increase in 
e~tl.(mal d~bt anc)_ debt service ratio in the second ~alf of 1980s and ultimatdy caused. -

. the BOP· crisis in 199Q: Howevel' in: the post reform period the receipt ·on capital · 
• · • - · · ~cc'ount in the form of foreign investm~nts (both Fib] and FPI) has been in ~xcess of · 

. . ' . ... . ' . . ' "•'" . . . . , 

th~ current account defichand s~chexcess inflow of foreign e~chartge ha.s added fd, 

. the Forex Re~erve in tne·countcy, The shiftin fimtnc;ing ofcrin~nt account deficit from ·• . 
. ext~rnaE debt tQ foreign equity has _also resulted. into. improvement In_ external 
liabilities as ~vi dent from the reduction in the debtsetvice ratio~ exierrtal debt to GDP · 
~atio ~nd other J?aramete~~ of the external debt(see. 'J:'able XVI); . 

Fiscal deficit or the fiscal~ gap on the oth-er hand has been partially met outby external 
debt and largely by internal debt during the reform period, which has resulted intn 
increase in internal debt of Central Government from Rs.i5_4004 in 1990-91 to 
Rs.459696 irt 1998-9911. In other words the economic reforms has made no . . .. --... ~--~ . -- . 

improvement towards internal debt liability of the Central Govt. which is trying to 
control the fiscal deficit with the proposal to bring Fiscal Responsibility and Budget 
Management Bill and by implementing the recommendations ofExpenditureReforms 
Commissions. 

It is evident from the statistics given in table XVI that at the time of BOP crisis in 
1990-91 the current account deficit was 3-.1 per cent of GDP, which was an all tim~ 
high . .As against this the ~eceipt on capital account (mainly consisting 'of external 
. ~ebt) was 2. 7 percent of. GPP and hence.there was a deficit on capital account as wen · · 

· to the extent of 0.4 peice~t (3.1 - 2.7) which w~s met out by utilization of foreign' ; · 
exchange reserve which stood at"-only,t:J.S'$$.~8A~il.lion dollar equivalent to just 2.5 
months import obligations-. However dutinit,R¢:$f0trn period two steps were taken -
broadly on th~ external sectqr, one to -control th~:~Utrent account deficit a~d the other 
to increase the receipt on capitai account, that al~~ through equity in substhution of 
debt. The -results are evident from the said table as we find that during the reform 
period the current account deficit has been maini~~ned at controllable level between 
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0.5 to 1.5 percent of GDPand the receipt on capital account has been above 2 percent 
of GDP and thus contributing positively to the balance of payment and surplus being 
added to the. for~igri exchange reserve. Afme anaiysis of the capital accmmt reveals 
(i) that inflows on account of foreign investments whic~ w~s just 0.03 percent (only . 
FDI) in 1990-91 has increased to 1.3 percent in 1997-98 being FDI 0.9 percent and 

. FP~ 0.4 percent respectively. Foreign portfolio investment, which was nil in 1991-92, 
hasincreas~d to 0.7 percent of GDP in 1999'-2000,· · · . 

', . . ' .. 
_ .. ·.:- ' 

The conseqti~iltraFeffect of higper amount of for~ign investment inflow was on the ·· 
external debt, w!Jj_((h shmvs positive, ip.dic~tors~ The extema.J; debt to QD.P ratio ha~; · 
gQn~ down from, 28j perc.ent in 1990~9f to 4t9· pefcent in 1999'"~000~ The debt.·. 
~ervic~~ ~atio, which w~s 35~:3%.in 1990'-91, has g~~e dmvn to 16% in. 1999'-2000. 

. The foreign' ~xch~mge reserVe has also gone up Sl!bstantially from US$5. 8 billion in 
1990--91 to tJS38.0 billion in 1999-2000~ which is. equivalent t_o 8~4 mQJ1ths import( ~: . · 
obligations. In summary and substances, it ~an; b~:said that the. overall position has . 
improved on extemaJ::se.~torbecauseoflibe~alization policies {mforeigrt investments, .. · .. · 

· botliFDiandfPL. . . . . . ·. .. . ·. . . . . . 
: ~ 

.......................................... ~ ........ ~.~ ................................................................................................. ;.::t~.~!.~.~~ .............................................................................................................................. :"""'"'"'"' 
. . 

Foreign InVestment lnflaw during Reform Period (1991 :92 f() 2ooo)aild' its imPort · ........ 

........................................ . .................. ~r:J. .. J::J.~.~~!:'.c::.~9.t...I.=.':<J.Yr.!I.~.~-:'J.r:1.~ ... ~r::~.~---e~l.!t.: .......................................... ~ ...... .. 
[Items 
! As per cent of GOP at current market prices : . 
·C3rassdamestiC .. ~Y.iii9.:~::<g~i?.$.L::::::::::::J:=:?~:::t:::::::::::r:~:~::~?.~Q:.:::::::::,::::::::::~~§.~--
9~ ~-'?.~~t.i9.ir::"~Y.f::l!:l!J!I~r::'I~(§I?IL ... L ?..~:'..,~.. 22.5 2.?,9 

! Savings Investment gap . 3.2 . 0.5 1.5 
l.5?..r.9..:;s ~~~ ~-~~~-of _g~n!!2.!..§_<>.Y.!: ______ L._ .. I?.:!?.. ........... .L. ..... __ ~.?. ................ :.. .... -~:.~ 
! Current account balance l -3.1 -0.3 -1.4 
rtotaf~P-itafflOW:S...... . ....... , ........... 2-~i················ 1. 7 

.9.~.1..f.<?..~.i9D..i.r_l.Y.~~~-r_l.! .................................... i.............. .. ............ !... . 
et .. .<~.9.P.L ............................................ -.............. :.: ....... : ............. L ...... 9.:.9~ .......... : ........ :::! ... 9i. .. :., __ i~ ... ~~:>L: .. :.: .. :: .. ::.: .. :: .. : .... : .. :: .. :.:.:::11:;.~3::~::~:::I::::::::::9;:~::::: .. :: .. :: .. :: ... : .. :: .. ::.~_: .. :: .. :: .. :: .. :.: .. ~ .. ::_1f .. :.:.I~ .. : .. :: .. ::.: .. :: .. ::::~:::r 

Foreign direct investment 
0.6 (FDI) net 0.03' 0.05 0.9 0.4 

Portfor10 investment Negk Neglr 0.4 -0.02.. d,7 
f-::P:::=a;.:..:·ra::.::mc:::e==-ct;:-:.e.:.::rs::::f:c:o.:.::r=-;Eixt=-e-rna---=-1.--=-de-=bt..-:-. --'-: --'--__:_:_:=--+--..:="'--~--=.:__:__--:--==:..:c..--.=.:.::--'---+---.............. . 
,EXi:erilai'ci8t,tieDF>ratia(iiercen6: · '28.7/ 3aj ···· 2~:6 ···· 21:9 
! Debt service ratio (per cent),. , 35.~' , 30.2 19.0 ............ ~.-~.:.9. ................... ~.1:5..:.9...... .. ................. . 
CP.~:~tZ~-~9.~::f.~~9.:::::~::~:=~=::~_:::::::::::::::::::.:.::~~:::::::~:::~:::~§4.::::~::::L~::::~~~:c::::::::::~::::::~~?.:~: 285· . .~s-z :· . ! Short term debt to total debt 10.2 · 8.3 5.4 4~~f ....................... -... 4:·1 ................ __ .............. . 

; 

····················--····-· ........... : ........................... ~-. .L .... ,,_,,, ... ~ ... . 

. . . . 

. ····;··: ...... ~ ........ : .. ." ..... :: ..... _ .......... ~ ........ :··---: ................. ~ ....... : .. : .......... . 
s· . . .· · .................. . 
otal Capilal Aow minus Total Foreign lriveslrilent is the Total Debt Aos and Official Development 

Sou;~~;n~J:-~~~~;:o.~.bo~~~~, Mi~istry gJ ;i~~~6~:Econof11/c Division, .G~~t, of india,; · · ....... -·· :.. .. .•. 
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A comparison of Pre-reform and Post reform External Sector Developments (Key Ratios) 

Table-XVII 

.. ........... ........ ...................... ... . ....... .. I?.<!E!f!.l~I§E!c:tor[?E:!Ye.lcJPil]e.l1~ c:Ju~l19 tQE! ~!3!3()~ .. . 
Selected Indicators of External Sector fn 1980s and 1990s 

Item 1980-81 to 1991-92 2-93 to 1999-2000 
Pre-reforms. ............................ ·········· ·································· .................... Aililuaii\ilera····e) ············ ··· ····· ···················· · ······ 

--~~-~-~L~Y.~-~~~ .. §r.~~---~~~---···············-················-····· ..... ~---····-~---···············-~-~r-~.~-~--~-~--X~-~-~---·-······························•· . .-.. .:: .. :~:::.=~~;.:.; ... ~---·--···-····--··············; __ 
Growth of Exports- BOP (%) 7.6 ·-·· -· · - ~1 o:o · · 
Growth of Imports- BOP(%) 8.5 13.4 

.. Non~F>oL:~DeC1&s(%). 6.6 13.2 

. f5~y f3~ti~ •- . . .................................. AYE!r:~!lE! fe>r_~J>E!r:ie>cf.. . +················ 

Exports/Imports- BOP (%) 62.3 
Import cover of FER ······· · ··t;o4;58U:2· 

74.0 

_(~g:gf_[.l_()_l1~'::l~t .... 3.8 7.2 
Extern~! assistance (net)ffC (0/~} 41.6 18.9 

_,E.=.9'?..J~.e.w::r.:q __ (~>.:................................................. . ......................... ?~:.!.:...................... . ................. ······························································ 
NR depositsffC (%) 232 

...... ?.?.:.?...................... ·'·· 
23.2 

.. §~C?r.!~!e..r.r.n .. c:l.e..I:J.!LEE.=..R .. e&t............. 1·37.5* 
Debt service payments as % of 

~r.r.E:!mr.E:!~ipti; .. 
Selected Items in 

......... : .. :~:~)~·r:~:~:~!.,~~Y.~-~:~::::::::::::.:::: .. 

... f3~~C> C>f..i'.!IPC>r.!li. .. ~t.:~9. §'.:cPC>.r:t~ ..... . 
toGO 
Trade balance .......................................................................................................................... 
lnvisibles balance. 

31.8* 

13.3 
-3.1 
1.2 

· Fiercerii:Oi<3DFi····· 
................................................................. 

........................................................................... , ........................ . 

23.8 

19.9 
-3.1 
1.9 

Currentaccountbal;;mce -1.9 -1.2 

.............. T .. 

·EXiemai".D"ei;t"································································ ············ ···3-1·:4·~ ························· ··········· ···················· ·············· ···········:z?:·g-:····························· 

Debt Service Payments 2.8* 3.0 
* Data relate to the year 1989-90 to 1992-92. External debt and debt service payments data for the earlier 

YE!;:trli..ir.:l ~bE! ~.!3!3.()~ ~:~,rEO! t.:~C?~C:C?'.!IP1:1@~\E:! ".'.iltl t!:J(J~E:! f()r !!1~ l;:tttE!~ YE:!;:t~. I:Je.~~~e. ()fi11<:;()tl1Pk:!tE:! <:;()\fE:!@9E:! 
of data. 

The export cover of imports rose sharply from an annual average of 82 percent 
during 1980-81 to 1991-92 to 74percent during 1992-93 to 1999-2000. The reforms 
of the 1990s facilitated India to move away froni a closed economy framework 
towards a more open and liberal economy. The ratio of exports and imports to GDP 
rose from an annual average of f3.3 percent during 1980-81 to 1991-92 to average_ 
of 19.9 percent during 1992-93 to 1999-2000 (Table- XVII). The current account 
dyficit, as percentage of GDP, declined from an annual average of 1.9 percent during 
1980-81 to 1991-92 to a well manageable level of 1.2 percent during 1992-93 to 1999-
2000.. The capital account of BOP has also undergone a major structural change in 
favour of non-debt creating foreign investment flows. It has gone up frcm 0.03 
percent of GDP in 1990-91 to 1.3 percent of GDP in 1997-98. The strength of the 
external sector has enabled India to withstand fairly well the Asian financial crisis 
contagion and the related adverse spillovers. External Financing to Central 
Government's gross fiscal deficit (GFD) has gone down during the reforms period 
(1992-93 to 1999-2000) to5.2 percent of the total GFDfrom 10.3 percent during pre"' 
reforms period (1980-81 to 1991-92)Po 
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Foreign Portfolio Investment (FPI) Inflow 
Policy Background and Its Nature and Composition 
Foreign portfolio investment (FPI) has. different characteristics and implications 
compared to FDI. FDI supplements domestic savings, ensures transfer of technology, 
introduces new management and marketing skills, helps expandmarkets14. Portfolio 
investments supplement foreign exchange availability and domestic savings but are 
not project specific. FPI in the primary issues provides critical risk ~apital for new 
projects. Since FPI genyrally confines to the secondary market, it does not directly 
contribute to creation of new production capabilities. To enable FPI flows which 
prefer easy liquidity, multilateral bodies, led by the International Finance Corporation 
(IFC), have been encouraging development of stock markets in developing countries 
. as a medium that will enable flow of savings from developed countries to developing 
countries . 

. FPI, it is t<Xpected, could help achieve higher degree of liquidity at stock markets,. 
increase price-earning. (PE) ratios and consequently reduce cost of capital for 
investment. FPI is also expected to lead to improvement in the functioning of the 
stock market as foreign portfolio investors are bound to invest on the basis of well
researched strategies and a realistic stock valuation. The portfolio investors are 
known to have highly competent analysts and access to a host of information, data and 
experience of operating in widely differing economiCambpolitical environments. 
Host countries seeking foreign portfolio investments are obliged to improve their 
trading and delivery systems, which would also benefit the local investors. To retain 
confidence of portfolio investors host countries are expected to follow business
friendly liberal policies. Having access to large funds, FPis can influence developing 
country capital markets in a significant manner especially in the absence of large 
domestic investors. 

Portfolio inv~stments have some macro-economic implications. While contributing 
to build-up 'of foreign exchange reserves, portfolio investments would influence the 
exchange rate and could lead to artificial appreciation of local currency. This could 
hurt competitiveness. Portfolio investments are amenable to sudden withdrawals and 
therefore these have the potential for destabilizing an economy. The volatility ofFPI 
is considerably influenced by global opportunities and flows from one country to 
another. It is sometime argued that FDI are both equally volatile15 . The Mexican and 

· East Asian crises have, however, brought into focus the higher risk involved in 
portfolio investments 16 .. 
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While foreign portfolio investments are not new to the Indian corporate sector, the 
importance of portfolio investments received special impettis towards the end of 
1992 when the Foreign Institutional Investors (Fils) such as Pension Funds, Mutual 

. Funds, Investment Trusts, Asset Management Companies, Nominee Companies and· 
incorporated/institutional Portfolio Managers were permitted to invest directly in the 
Indian stockmarkets. The entry of Fils seems to be a follow up of the recommendation · 
of the Narasimham Committee Report on Financial System. While recommending 
their entry, the Committee, however, did not elaborate on the objectives of the 
suggested policy. The Committee only stated : 

"The Committee would also suggest that the capital market should be gradually 
opened up to foreign portfolio investments and simultaneously efforts should be 
initiated to improve the depth of the market by facilitating issue of new types of 
equities and innovative debt instruments"17. Press reports of early 1993 indicate that 
the AD B influenced the Committees recommendations 18. The then AD B President's 
Report on India's request for a financial sector program loan, mentioned that: "The 
Bank (ADB) had also called for capital market reforms including allowing private 
mutual funds to operate, allowing investment in Indian firms by foreign investors and >' 

. allowing increased access to world capital markets for Indians. (Emphasis added)"19 .. 

Attracting foreign capital appears to be the main reason for opening up of the stock . 
markets for FIIs20. The Government of IndiaTssued the relevant guidelines for FII 
investment on Septemberl4, 1992. Only a few days prior to this, some reports 
attributed to IFC suggested that India would have to wait for some years before the 
expected foreign investment materializes21 . 

FPI Inflow during the Reform Period (1991-1998) 

During the period 1991-92 to 1997-98 out of total capital inflow to India of about · 
US$26 billion; a little more than US$ 15 billion or 60 percent of the total was on 
account of foreign portfolio investments (See Table-IV). Aggregate capital flows 
nearly match the foreign currency assets at the end of 1997-98. During the period, · 
external debt increased moderately from $85bn to $94bn22. Thus, the strategy of 
relying on non-debt creating instruments seems to have yielded results. The flows, 
however, did not match the initial expectation that capital flows will aggregate $12-. 
13bn. a year i.e., nearly $50-60bn. for the five year period 1993 to 1997. Within 
portfolio investments, Fils had a share of 52 pet cent and GDRs 42 per cent. From 
the point of capital flows and managing balanc_e of payments, itappears that an active 
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pursuance of euro equities could be a viable alternative to FII investments. Unlike 
portfolio investments, GDRs are generally project specific and hence the benefits 
from such issues are more tangible. 

A comparative study of FDI inflow and FPI inflow during the reform period shows 
a mixed view. In the initial period of reform in 1991-92 FDI accounted for 97% of 
the total inflow of foreign investment because FPI was allowed only after September 
1992. Immediately after permission, FPI inflow exceeded FDI inflow in 1993-94 
when the former accounted for 86% of the total foreign investment inflow and then 
gradually reduced to 74%, 56%, 54% and 34% r~spectively in subsequent years 
(Table XVIII}. In aggregate however, the FPI inflow was more than FDI i.e., around 
60% of the total foreign investment inflow during 1991-98 as against around 40% of 
FDI inflow~ 

Table-XVIII· 
. ..... .. A~t:)r!l~~~#y~$!~~~E!?I~~E!".!iri •........ 

India (1991-92 to 1997-98) 
·(US$ Million) 

Yeaf FDI. FPI % Total 

[1] [2]' [3] [4] [5] [6] 

FII Investments on the Indian Stock Exchange 
In November 1995, SEBI notified the Foreign Institutional Investors Regulations, 
which were largely based on the earlier guidelines issued in 1992. The regulations 
require Fils to register with SEBI and to obtain approval from the Reserve Bank of 
India under the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act, 1973 (now Foreign Exchange 
Management Act 2000) to enable them to buy and sell securities, to open foreign 
curr~ncy and rupee bank accounts and to remit and repatriate funds. For all practical 
purposes, full convertibility of rupee is applicable to FII investments. Gradually, the 
s<;ope ofFII operations has been expanded by peimitting (a) additional categories of 
investors, (b) recognizing other instruments in which they can invest, and (c) altering 
the individual and aggregate FII shares in any one Indian company. The latest position 
.is that an FII (investing on its own behalf) or a sub-account can hold up to 10 percer:t 
of paid_-up equity capital (PUC) of a company. The total investment by all Fils and 
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sub-accounts in any one company cannot exceed 24 per cen~ of the total PUC. In 
companies, which pass a specialresolution in this regard, the total~ investment can 

·· ·reach up to 30percentofPUC. (increased to 40% asper Budgetproposals 2000-2001. 
and further increased to 49% as pe~ budget proposals 2001-02)2~. Imposition of 

. investment ceilings, one expects, serves t~o objectives: one, to prevent cornering of 
·shares that could result iii take-over operations-24, arid two to keep price fluctuations 

· . und~r limits. The 24 per cent limit does ·not include investments mad~ by th~ foreign 
. portfoiio inves~ors outside the portfolio investm~nt route, i:e., through th~ direct 
_ investment ·approval . pr¢cess .. Investments made offshore through purchases of -· 
· GDRs and c·onvertibles ~e also excluded. For calculating the Fll investment limits,' · 
investment~ by NRis -and; OverseasCoqjorat~ B~dies, predorhlnantiy controlled by 

· . them, which ~ere included earlier are rto IcmgerihcXtided for purposes ofmoriitoring. . 
t}1e ffi investment ceilings25• ·. · • · · · · · · · ·· · · · -

Ilrspite of the fact that FPI has been given an.important place in India's finahdal . 
~~ctorchanges under the liberalization package very few studies of the FII operations · · 
i11India exists~ One reason for this has been the paucity of data. Empirical studies have \ 
remained confined to aggregate level studies26. The studies ·gerteraUy.point to the 

. - ,. ' . 
positive relationship between Fll investments and movement of the Bombay Stock 
Exchange price index. 

. . 
According to SEBI, at the end of December 1998, the number ofFlls registered with 
it stood at 552. In 1998 nearly 80 new Flls were registered with SEBI in spite of the 
adverse climate created by the East Asian crisis and th~ economic sanctions imposed 

· by the u~s. atter the explosion of nuclear devices by India. The sheer number ofFlls· 
does not give a full picture of the Fll operations in India since each of Fils can 
represent unlimited number of sub-accounts. On the npmber of sub-accounts, 
however, rio information is available~ With the importance attached to sub-accmirit
wise investment limits pne would have expected SEBI to provide information on 
these. Since the registration is valid for five years,. the dormant ones may not seek 
deregistration voluntarily and may thus just remain o~ the register. In fact, the SEBI 
web site ccmld provide minimum identification details for_ only 472 Fils. . 

A good number of Fils are under common. control (as indicated by their names,, 
addresses and telephone numbers) and. mak~ limits on individual FII limits as 
meaningless. After 1993-:-94, SEB.I has stopped giving a category-wise break down 
of the registered Fils iii India. From art exainirtafion of the registration numbers, · 
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available from the SEBI web site; it appears that most Fils fall under two categories: 
FA and FD. FA appears to stand for fund advisers and asset management companies 
implying that most Fils (54 per cent) workasrepresentatives ofothers. From a similar 
deduction it appears that FD stands for irivestme!lt ft.mds27. These two categories 
account for 95 per cent of the Fils. There are 10Fiisunder the category FC, which . 
are most likely pension funds. Th~ oth~t important categ-ory is FE, which includes an 
assortment of insurance- companies, investment lrus'ts and goveriu;nent bodies .. 

~ . . . - . . 

Table XX below reflect that similar to FDI inflow USAleads the show even in FPI 
,., "-. - .. ' ~ ~ .. 

. inflow in India with tl)e presence oi}9 {registered Fils out of total number of 4 72 in 
' the e(mntcy. Next tO USA, is UK wlth 11.8 Fils. followed by' Hohg kong, Singapore~ ' . ' . 
L~x~mt)urg a~d Austr~lia .. The otft~r ~otinttte~. fueihg Switzerland, .Canada and 

• ~etberlrand$:also liave ~onsld~rable pr~~~I1ce·. ·. ·::_.·.. . . · . · 

. . . The most outsta~ding feati!re of pmtfollo investlnent~as opposed,. for instance, to 
. foreign direct investm~n,~,i£o:.rowi~g fto111 international finimcia]! institl!tions, or 
i(mg-terffi bank. loans is tJ!a(like hot money, it c~n be reversed in a vety short time: 
fbreign' investors . ~ay suddenly decide to. leave the country in which they are 

· investing. The volatility~isk of flow-r~versal may cause instability in exchange rates, . 
asset (stocks) prices, or interest rates and can be very harmful.. When capital inflows· 
of this type have found their way into the banking system and have pushed up 
domestic expenditures and increased the current account deficit: their reversal can 
affect the domestic economy through a decrea.se in asset prices, a jump in interest 
rates, liquidity problems in the banking sector, or a devaluation of the currency. 
Furthermore~ if the Central Bank does not react quickly enough and the stock of 

' . ' 

international reserves is iow, the reversal may cause a balance of payments crisis. 

Portfolio flows [Fils, GDRs, Offshore funds}increased to US$ 3.3 billion in 1996~ 
97 from us'$ 2.7 billion in 1995-96 (Table XIX). They have, however, been lower: 

· at US$ 1.6 billion in 1991-98 .. Portfolio investment by Foreign Institutional Investors >·. 
. ~ . - . 

(Fils) at us>$ 1.9 billion in 1996-97 was only marginally lower than the us$ 2.0 
billion in 1995-96. It is how_ever significantly lower in 1997~98, having fallen to US . 
$ 752 million. This may partly reflect transitory contagion effect of the currency . 
turmoil in some of the countries of Southeast Asia. The net investment by the 100 peF· 
cent Debt Funds ofFIIs i~ debt securities has been US $ 15 5. 7 million tin the end of 
M~rch 1998 (~s p'er SEB] data}: Euro equities [(JDRl raised by Indian corporations 
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·in 1997-98 are also lower at US$ 645 million as compared to US$ 1366 million in 
1996-97. The first offering of GD R from India in 1997 was a VSNL issue for US $ 
448 million (priced on March 24, 1997). This was also the first dis-investment by the 
Government of India through the GDR route. 

Table-XIX 
Country-wise Distribution of Fils Registered with SEBI 

.............. . ................... ·······················:··············· ·······························:·:·····-····················-····-~:~·-·:-~-----~-----············ ·················-----~ ···················----············;·----- •······· 

;..,.. 

Country . Asset · Investment · Insurance Pension Others , Total 
• ! Management · Funds/ • Cos. Invest- Funds : ............................................. c;;5:1F·u·nCi·······T·:rru·stees.on : .. ireniTrusiS:······································· .................................. , ......................................... . 

·········································•···················· 
Advisers$ Behalfof ; Government 

[FA]t 
! Such Funds • Bodies, etc. ! . 

[FD] [FE]' [Fq 
[1], [2]; [3]. [4], [5], 

87 91 5 7 USA 
UK 

............ ., 62 ... 46 9· 1 . 

Hong Kong 29 2 

.:§I6.~i~P.:Qi~.::.:::.:::::::::::::::: ............................................................. _ ............................. ,' ....................... 2 ............................................ . 
Luxembourg 
Australia 2 1 

Canada 1 
.......................... , .......................................................................................................... . 

. Netherlands# 

Total 24 10 

. [6]: 
. 1 

0 
1 

1 

4 

[7] 
191 
118 
32 

24 
19. 
16 

13 

472 

.. ~ ... J!.I.~ .. ~'?..~.~~~~.c?.f.:l .. i~.l:>.~.~~.9f.:l .. ~~'?.:~.n .. ,g, .... r .... e ... ,g, .. i.s .... tra .... ,· ................................................................................. + ........................................................................ .. 

. ~.1.f.:!~'::'.c:!i.f.19. .. .c?.f.:l.~ .. 1'r..'?.~ ... I':J.~!J.:l.~.r:'?.:f.:lc:!.~ .. ~~.ll~.~.: ......................................................... , .......................... , ................................................................................................ . 
§<:>'::~~: ~9C?.P~9.1'r.9.'!1P.~~l::l~~i9f.:IP~P~.r.~~ ''E9.r.~.i9.f.:!.lf.:!~~l:l~9f.:lc:lllr'IY~~~I1~ ~r'lc:! ~~ . . .. . 
Indian stock Market'', Institute for Studies in Industrial Development New Delhi, April 5-6,1999. 

· Table XX gives a comparative pictUre of po~folio flows into emerging markets. 
India's share in developing countries has increased considerably from 2.19% in 1992 
when the portfolio investment was first time allowed in the Indian capital market to 
14.33% in1994. However its share fell drastically to 4.74% in 1996 and again 
regained to a respectable level of 9.56% in 1996. This trend shows that FPI has a easy · 
come easy go nature and the FPI flow moves fast from one country to another within 
a particular region because there is no capital account restriction on their movements. 
However there is increase in the total inflow in the developing countries during 1990s 
and has increased from US $ 11 bn. in 1992 to $ 46bn. in 1996 that is a more than 
fourfold increase within a short span of five years. 
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Table-XX 

Portfolio. Equity _Flows (US $ Million) 

COUNTRY 19~2 1993 19~~ 1995 1!}96 

Brazil· 1,731. 5,500 t 5,082 - 4,411 3,981!_ 

China 1,194· 3,818 3,915, 2,807 3,466 

·India' 241 '1,840: 4,729: 1!517' 4,398 

· _ · _lndo11esia 119 2,45.2 3,672 4,873 3,099' 
·' 

385· ' 
' 3,700 1,320 Malaysia . ·. 2,299 4,353'. 

·Thailand 4:-. 3.1'J7 I: -538. 4.1o4'. 1,551 

i 333': f. .1A45·. _1!,,40? 1:,_961' i- 1,3;33' 

)L 1(oga:·_. '· '45666: 1:· 33,900: ·• :::! ..• ' .·. ~2,000 46,000 

2,1$. 
, .. 

4.og:. 14.33.' 4.74.- 9;56 
!'-·• 

· .. .. 
i'. in~iais~_Shar(in t.Qc's (%)' -·'· · . _ ._. , 
17----'----'--,-.:-:-. ,-,:-,,-'----;,-'--:--,:___:_'--,-7--:--,---1--'-:--'--'-'-__:.__I!__---"-~~__:.--,-,:-:--"-___;_;_-_;__L_ _ _:__--,-,--Ji 

Source : Giobalbevelopment fiflance, {Vol._ I& IQ; The World.Bank. · 
. -

Impact of FP:t on Indian Stock Market:; ~--
- . . - . . - ' . . ' . -

Inqi,an stock market started picking l1P s~Jice 1 Q80s and 'its market capitalisation· 
· increased from 9'.9% ofGDP in 1985 to 66.2% ifi, {99628. . . -

- - --. - • • - •• - ' • - - < • • • - •• ~ • - ·_ ': - • - -· 

_ Table-XXI; [' '" 

TRENDS IN AI INVESTMENT 

'\'' 

.............................. - ............................ -------------~-~~---·--·····-- . _____ §_~~--~-~~-~----···· ......... 1'-1.~!.!.':1.~!: ................ ~et ln,y_~fir.t-~.rl! .......... ----------~~'!I.IJ.!~#.Y.:I!I ............... . 

.. . ... ............................. ........ ... 1.".~~1.!~!3~ .. . ............. ~:--~_i::...... . ....... '!l~rl~--~---9.r: -~--~--r.'.'.~! ................ l'-l.~.!:f.l.".~.r.t.L ..... ·_ 

......................... . ............................. ~:.9.r.:....... ....... ................... . ............... mont_~_I.Y ........................ _ Y.~~--'!1--~! .................. _ 
ex rate monthly ex rate 

GTfor 1993. · 2,661.9 66.8 2,595.1- 827.2 827.2 

. __ _§_T:f!:lr 1994 ------~'?!??.,?. 2,476.1 _1?,?.~1,? ···-~-•. ~ .. 1?:4:_.8 .................. ? .• ~~J.:~ 

. ' _§_!.~t1995 ........... ,.f?.,f?.~!:),~ .............. ?.l~-~?:? .... ~ .•. !:1.?.~.:.1:1.... ..... .1.1~~::4: ' .................... :4: .•. ~ .. 1:1.~::4: ....... .. 
GTfor 1996 15,739.2 4,~35.6 .......... J .. Q,_f.IQ~.:~: ........... ----------------~-'_9.-~f.l.:?. ................................... .!..t?.:4:.~ .. :~---------- _ . 

:::::::::::§t]>.n:~~t::::::~--:- =~:I~~~?.~;I::::·: ·:::::::::::t?~?:I~::r:::::: .. ----·---------~·?.~:>!.,~: ............ _____________ .1 .. !.:4:1?..:!:................ _____ ~:~ ... ~.1:3.1:3.:?. ................... . 
GTfor 1998' 13,899.8 15,379.7 -1,479.9 -338 8,650 

: GTfor 1999 37,211.5 30,514.7, 6,696.8 1,559.9 10,209.9 
; Source: http://sebi.gob.inlfiilfii 16.hbnJ: 

. . . . . 

India's financial markets were not, openedup tiJ.I the early 1990s, and therefore the 
country was ab.le to insulate itself from any international currency and financial crisis. 
':aut, with the opening of financial ~arkets to th~ outside world under the structural 
adjustment program since 1992, the chances ofg~tting affected by developments in 
the world markets hav:e increased sigmficantly~ This will be evidentfrom the fact that 
Indian Stock niarket was not affected by the worst ever ~rash in U.S. stock market on 
19 October 1987, as our financial: markets were not global1y integrated. However, 
when stock pri~es In the world crashedhe~vily, once again, 91127 October 1997, there 
was a major crash in the Indian market. 
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With the liberalization of the financial sector since 1992, funds. are also raised by 
Indian companies through global depository receipts (GDRs), offshore funds and 
other means. During the period 1991-92 to 1996-97 funds collected by such means 
have amounted to US$6.2 billion. Most dramatic was the surge in Euro issues in 1992/ 
93, when there were two global depository receipt (GDR) issues totaling $ 241 
million, as the initial interest of foreign investors was dampened by the stock market 
scam in May 1992, as well as by related concerns about market practices and the 
collapse in stock prices. By contrast, in 1993/9417 GDR issues raised$ 1.5 billion, 
and 10 foreign currency convertible bond (FCCB) issues raised a total of$ 1 billion. 
The bulk of issues occurred in early 1994 as the stock market recovered. Foreign 
irtvesto~ enthusiasm rose to such a height that new GDRs could be issued at a premium 
to prices on lo9al markets. However the trend has slowed down for the last 2-3 years, 
which may again pick up with the recovery of the stock market 

·Besides, the net cumulative investment made by the foreign (March} has amounted 
to :OS$7.1 billion (RBI, Report on Currency and Finance 1998-1999). Data on the 
mobilization of resources by the corporate sector from external sources of funds is 
presented in TableXXH below. 

Table-XXII ··························· Resaur:c::e; Nlatiiii5~iian tiY:tt18 car:pc,r:~ie;··seciar:······.········ ··· 
· ··· ···················································· ········· '(R:s=: iri 16 rTiniiari··c;r:c:r:c,r:e;)························ ···· ·· ··········· ·· 

Commercial Other Dev. Primary Net Foreign 

,.,.,, ... ,, HOHOHH''' ......••• $~h·~························Rn~n.~i~.~H .• H·········§~P.~U.0.1if •• p~·r.!f.~~i~····oo···· '' 

oH~§l.~.9:::.~0~HH00000 

Institutions New Issues investments 
plus Private @ 
placement 

OOOHHH00?.§.~9.HHHHHHOOOOOOO 00 ooOOHO~oo~O~O~OOOOOHOOOOOOO OOOooo000oo0000000?..9..9. .... ,,,,, ooO 
1985-86 11850 4940 1745 ... 1.9eo::s·1 ................................... 2.o'Oss .. H .......................... 1.2Ei1"o ............................. 4·3·12 ....................................... 0 ........................ . 

1995-96 
1996-97 
1997-98 .............. .. ........... . 

1998-99 

55166 
33209 
52212 
57054 

38966 16117 13380 
4290 1 0400+51 00 1 3850 

53967 3138+310100 8946 
··········· ••·•········ ... 

56090 5587+49664 -232 
Source:RBI Annual Report, Handbook of Statistics on Indian Economy "'R:i31"199'9':000000000000Hoooooo O 00 OOOOOOOOOOOOHHHHH 0 H' HHHO OOHHHH 0000 0 0 ''Ho HHHHHO 0 0 0 0 HHHHO HHOT 0 0 OHHHOOHOOO OOOOOOO OOOO HO 0 

.. Nate : @"iriciudes.Euro eCiuitY i5'5Liesand' otil.ers:·andriet J;arti'aiio 
investment by Fils. ' · 

Indicators of stock market development for one of the oldest and premier 
stock e)\changes in India, namely, the Bombay .Stock Exchange are presented in 
Table XXIII. From the said Table it can be inferred that the Indian stock market is 
comparatively less active in terms of turnov~r ratio and foreign share in the 
turnover. The market capitalization to GDP ratio has gone up from a low of 9.64 in 
1981 to 52.6 in 1997 and the.market turnover to GDP ratio has gone up from 5.2 in 
1981 to 7.4 in 1996. 
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Table-XXIII 
········· ----···--·············~----····-·····················-···-·-····--··············· ····················-·············· ·········-················· ···············-··································-···-· 

Indicators of Capital Market Development (in%) 
Financia MCAP/ Turnover/ Turnover No. of · 

·······--·······································-· ........ ···························-····················································· 
Year GOP Gop· · ratio · Usted Co5 .. 
198r 9.64 so2 59.5. 1031 

·--~--~-~-~---···················'······~-:,§' ............................. ~:1 ........... : ..... c •.••••••••••..•.•. ?~::? .................................. f?.'.!9: .. -............... c •• c 

.. 1991! 36.2 9.$· !;>7.0· . . 2556 . . 
1~92 . 3!;).0 8;3 .:37.0' 27&.1 ··1·9·93····················-·····5(5:·:r··········· ---·-·········~r:~r·········-,··-·····-·········2?":·g:·····"·····-···················:··32·s:f···,-· ............ . 
1994 51·.3- 9.0~ . 24.0. . 4413 
·19.95····· . 4§:4. ····~H! ···················· ··Tajf ··s3.9!f ...... 
1996 so~2 . 7,4 : :'1?:Cr:· 599S·. 
1997. 52.6 42.0 . 5843 

· Source: World Development IndicatOrs; World Bank, 1998l · 

... !E.~~r.~i~~:.§.~C?.-~~,.M.<?.r..~~~~-: ... ~~-~-~-?.~~.J .. ~-~~-; __ §9!!.1.~~X2!?..~.~-: 
EXchange - Offi.cial Dir~dory. · · · 

From the ab"o~e'discussimdtis ciear.th~t the capita[mark~t"reforms sine~ 1992-93 _ 
have contributed to a large extent in_ boosting the size and liquidity in the capital. . 
market. Further, infrastructure improvement$ in the stockmarket like the introduction. 
of ;,tscreen based on-line trading system byseverat ~tockexchanges, the commencement 
ofoti-line trading on the Nati~nalStock Excliange (NSE) in 1994, th¢ setting up of 
National Securities Clearing Corporation (NSCC) in 1996 or ~e-intrdduction qf carry. 
forward system in a modified form on -the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) in 1996, 
the setting up of depositories in India, and the introduction of trading in financial 
derivatives in. 1998-99, have all contributed signifitantly to re-structure the functioning· 
of the stock market and in reducing speculation. On the other hand, investments by 
the Fils since· 1992 have affected the stock . market behaviour and increased the · 
volatility of asset prices at least in the short-run. 

' . . . 

The Flls·seein to have increased their exposure to India, from among the emerging 
inarkets.Given the_relatively small size of India's market capitalisation and the low 
level of floating stocks, the bulky portfolio investments by the Fils impact upon the 
lever. of shai:e priCes. An upsurge in portfolio investment by Fils may also have an 
impact on stock market behaviour through effects on (Q interest rates and asset prices, .. 
(ii) reserves and money supply, (iii) inflation~·,and (iv) savings, investment and 
domestic acttvity~ · . 

Trend analysis indicates that movemel).t in BS~ Sensitive ·Index -,~md fagged ~ef 
investment by Fils ·are sigpificantly correlated. . " 

Emerging markets were the toast ofgloba]investors in 1993 but in December 1994, 
' • . . ,....._ ~ ·.. - • ~ ~ • . . . ~ ' I - . • ' .. ·. . . . 
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most were reeling under the 'Tequila effect'. The speed with which investors rushed 
in, only to flee soon after, has created doubts in the minds of many, about the merits 
of investing in emerging markets. 

Ever since the International Finance Corporation (IFC) coined the term first in 19 81, 
"emerging market" has become the international anthem of prosperity for first world 
investors. From Chile to Chlna, India to Indonesia and South Africa to South Korea, 

",)here seems to be a yoracious ·appetite for investments among the likes of Morgan 
·Stanley, Barings, Templeton and Fidelity. 

Volatility in Stock Market and Hot Money Flows in India . 

Given the fact that portfolio investment is essentially short-term, easy to move in and 
· out and tends to be extremely volatile, the Indian authorities initially imposed taxes· 

to keep off fly-by-night operators inlndian market. These include, for instance: Fils 
investing in India are subj,ect to a special rate of tax of 20 per cent on dividend and · 

· interest income, 10 per cent on long term (12 months or more) capital gains and 30 
per cent on short term capital gains. However, Fils· avoid the payment of taxes on 
dividend income or short/long term capital gains as a majority of them invest in India 
via the Mauritius route. The Double TaxationAvoidanceAgreement with Mauritius 
exempts any income from investment in India from tax even though the Income Tax 
Act provides for taxation. These defeat the very purpose of the policy intending to 
ensure that "hot money" flows are discouraged. The policy makers have yet to 
acknowledge this harsh reality and take appropriate steps to deal with it. 

Over the years, the ratio of hot money flows to forex reserves of India, in percentage 
terms, is steadily increasing. Itincreasedfrom37.50percentin 1994 to 53.52 percent 
by March 1997, and then to 78.80 per cent by February 1998 .. 

Adding the stock of short-term debt, investment by Fils, issuance of GDRs, and 
offshore funds we can arrive at the stock of potentially~hot money. According to the 
RBI's annual report for 1996-97, India's short-term debt was $6.7 billion (but as per 
the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) estimates, which are considered more 
reliable by the international community, India's short-term debt was $7.75 billion at 
the end of June 1997). Similarly, the GDR figure as on March 1997 was $5.4 billion 
and the portfolio investment amounted to $8.8 billion. These figures add up to a 
staggering $20.9 billion, against forex reserves of $24.1 billion. ~n other words, the 
ratio of hot money flows to India's total forex reserves is a whopping 86.7 per cent. 
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This figure is very high compared to a maximum of 60 per cent recommended by the . 
· CAC committee. H one were to add the NRI deposits of $14.2 ·billion in foreign. · . 
currency-repayable in three years-the total relatively short -term' and easily repatriable . 
foreign funds w·ould add up to inore than $35 billion. 

A study by Parthapratim Pal published iii Ec~nofnic and Political weekly, March 14-
2 0 199828a shows that the entry of the FJis int~ the Indian Stock Mar kef has failed 
to invigorate small savings int~ the ~tock matke(rather t~o much FII involvement · . 

. hC;l~ actually scared smal] savets/invesfors_ away{roin the market. Th~. study also . 
shows that FII generaliy concentrateinJhe seconam::/tnark~t. The rnaJ:kety~luation. _ · 
may contain< an elem~nt qf speculative bubble,. which does; not refleCt 

0 

the true 
fh~damental of the firm, > .· · . · . · .· -- -- · . - · . - · •- - · 

· The mainstream argument that the ~ntcy of foreign portfolio. irtvestors-will boos~ a: · 
country's stock market ·and ~c_onomy d'o~S not seem to be working in .India. J'he 
influx of Fils fail~d to invigorate the Indiari 'stock market. Th~ Sl:lpposed linkag~ 
effects have not worked in the way the Imiinstream model predicted. Inst~ad there has .. , 

0 

· been an increa&ed uncertainty and skepticism ~bout the stock.market in IndiCli: lhe; 
findings of this study do not support tlle view that influx of~] leads to economi~ ---. - · -
development. · 

Causes and Consequence of Reversal of Portfolio Investment 
The reversal of portfolio investment can affect the domestic economy through a 

.. 

decrease in asset prices, a jump in interest rates, liquidity problems~ in the banking 
. sector, or a devaluation of the currency. Furthermore, if the central bank does not react 
quickly enough and the stock of international reserves is low, the reversal may cause 
a balance_.of payments crisis. 

Negative shocks~ a crisis in ariother country, a drop in the price of the main exportable 
good,_ a rise in the price of the mainimportable go~d, a sharp increase in international 
interest rates, o~ a change in taxes affecting n!tums. froin the inflows-may induce· 
foreign investors to take therr money out of the country or to keep it there only if a 

· higher return is provided. Either way, they will react by selling their domestic stock 
holdings and buying foreign currency w1tn the proceeds. That will'cause a fall in the · 
general st~9k price index and, depending on the exchange-rate system, either a loss 
of International reserves and an increase-in domestic interest rates, or a depreci_ation 
of the nominal exchange rate,. or both(The World Bank 1996):. 
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Stock Market is Less Volatile than Currency Market 
While delivering a talk on the exchange rate risk and the role of a Central Bank, the 
Reserve Bankoflndia Governor Shri Bimal J alan29 said that "There are three features 
of the exchange market, namely (i) First, capital flows in "gross" terms, which affect 
exchange rate from day to day, are several times higher than "net" flows on any day 
- and these are also much more sensitive to what everybody else is saying or doing 
rather than to changes in economic .fundamentals; (ii) During periods of large 
volatility in "gross" flmvs, herding becomes unavoidable. "Daily Earnings At Risk" 
minimization models nf~essarily give rise to "herd" behavior, since everyone prefers 
to be wrong with everyone else rather than being wrong alone!' Herding further 
accentuates movements in one direction in relation to a currency and (iii) Unlike 
equity markets, where investors have a choice of holding a large number of scrips, 
diversifying their portfolio, such a possibility is limited in foreign exchange markets, 
as holdings are largely in one or two currencies. In this situation, volatility is. 
unavoidable as there is a scramble to get out ofEuro or dollars from Euro or Yen and 
vice versa on the slightest uncertainty of "news". Expectations are generally self
fulfilling and speculation is likely to be "one way" particularly during periods when 
stabilization is most needed. In such situations, the theory about the presence of so 
called "stabilizing speculation" becomes highly obtuse. 

Thus speculative attack on a currency is easier than on the stocks. However in the 
case of India as long as there is no capital account convertibility such speculative 
attacks are not likely to happen at least in the currency market.. 

Growing Dominance of Fils in Indian Stock Markets 
Increasingly, the domestic institutional investors are voicingtheir demand for a level 
playing field between them and the Fils. Although there are over 480 Fils registered 
with the SEBI to operate in the Indian market, only a handful ofFIIs·dominates the 
markets. As the cumulative portfolio investment in India by the Fils till November 
1997 was about $9 billion, just five top Fils cont~buted over 40 per cent of the total 
investment (See Table XXIV). These five Fils are Morgan Stanley, Capital 
International, Jardine fleming, Schroders and Templeton. Recently, the $259 billion 
(assets managed) Capital Group has overtaken Morgan Stanley in India as the largest 
FII in India, riding on a spate of high-velocity investments in a host ofindian stocks, 
most of them in the past few months. 

---- .· .: •. 

. . ·~·· , .. 
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Table-XXIV 

Top Fils in India 

Fils Investment {in $ billion) 

Capital International· 1.8 

Morgan Stanley 1.5 

Jardine Fleming 0.8 

Schroders 0.6 

,,, !if;' Templeton 0.5 

Source: The Economic Times, December 8, 199 7. 

The entry of Fils has weakened the strength of domestic institutional investors in 
India. With huge amounts of financial resources at their disposal, the Fils are the 
prime movers in Indian stock markets. Except a handful of major public sector 
financial institutions, such as UTI, no Indian institutional investor can match the 
resources of the Fils. Furthermore, recent studies reveal a positive correlation 
between net inflows by Fils and movements iti the stock indices. The positive 
correlation indicates two interesting trends. Firstly, investment by Fils leads to a rise 
in market indices and their withdrawal causes markets to fall. Secondly, Flls 
generally invest in a rising market and disinvest when the market begins to fall. They 
see a profit potential in a rising market and therefore make their investment at that 
time and they disinvest when the market begins to fall to cut losses. 

Fils have also been influencing the GDR issue pricing of the Indian companies. One 
such instance has come to light in case ofVidesh San char Nigam Ltd. a Govt. oflndia 
. undertaking which has put a formal compliant to the SEBI29a to take action against 
the five Fils-Morgan Stanley, Fledgling Nominees, Robert Fleming, ILF Mauritius 
and Jaguar Funds, which according to the VSNL, offloaded a sizeable amount of their. 
holdings before the launch of its GDR, and thus brought its price down, and 
consequently the price of the GDR. 

Given the fact that the Fils are in an advantageous position, as they can sell in the 
Indian markets (thus bringing down the price of the share), and buy the same shares 
in the international markets at much cheaper rates, the Fils were doing th~ same with 
the VSNL GDR issue. Such .'unethical' practices are part of sound business strategy 
of the Fils. 

Similarly, studies have also found that the volatility of stock prices has increased with 
the entry of Fils in the Indian capital markets. Accor,ding to a recent IMF cross-
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country study of emerging markets, stock price volatility in India has increased since 
Fils have been permitted to participate. This study compared the period 1976-May 
1992 with the period 1992-February 1994, when the Fils were permitted to invest. 
During the South-East Asian Crisis period, Indian Stock Market has felt the 
temporary effects of Fils operation who were the net selling in the month of 
November, 1997. However the iilflow ofFII funds continued thereafte~0 . In any case 
Indian Govt. must bear in mind the volatile nature of portfolio investors and the 
lessons drawn from the Mexican Peso crisis and South-EastAsian crisis as discussed· 
in Chapters VI and VII. 

TWo Types of Foreign Institutional Investors 
The two different groups of investors or trader in the markets, are: (a) the 'professionals' 

. or informed traders, who are also called 'fundamentalists', hecause they base theiF 
decisions on more long-term fundamental trends and (b) th~ 'speculators'. 

The type of distinction· made between 'professionals' and· 'speculators' is also 
applied to types of institutions31'. 

It is argued that mutual funds (representing mainly retail investors) and high net worth 
individuals (either foreign or domestic) switch assets more rapidly in search for short 
term returns, that is in contrast with institutions like pension funds and insurance 
companies which are for more risk- averse, less conditioned by short term demands 
for funds, and therefore more long term. As a consequence it is a particularly valuable 
for developing. countries to attract flows or funds originating from institutions like 
pension funds and insurance companies. Furthermore, within annual funds it is 
argued32 that closed end funds are less volatile than open-end funds. 

Need for Sterilization of Surging Capital Inflows 
· Sterilization is different from capital controls, as it involves liberlization of capital" 
outflows by encouraging private investment overseas. We find some indication of 
this effort of Govt. of India in the Budget Speech 2001-02 as discussed earlier on 
capital account liberlization; Sterilization is important when the investment in 
industry does not take place and the capital inflow is in excess of the investment 
needs. While there are apparent benefit of surging capital inflows as it raises the 
investment levels and encourages economic growth it has some side effects because 
it acts like a double-edged sword. For example excess amount of capital inflow has 
a tendency to_ increase the value of local currency and thereby underline the 
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competitiveness of export industries and also give rise to inflation. Thus the policies 
leading to liberalization of foreign capital, which include FDI and FPI both, have to 
be in consistence with the monetary policy as well. The foreign capital inflow has also 
a direct bearing with the domestic interest rate, the inflation rat~-~nd the exchange 
rate. The threat of currency appreciation or inflation needs to be taken care of by the 
Central Bank (RBI) by "belts and braces" strategy as suggested in one of the IMF 
occasional paper on sterlization of capital flows (IMF 1997). 

Summary and Conclusions 
Much of the FD] in India is either in high profit-'low risk areas, or in areas with 
guaranteed high returns. Foreign investors are allowed to import their inputs through 

·· their own arrangements. With the absence of domestic re-investment requirements 
and restrictions on repatriation of profits, and the probably imminent convertibility 
on capital account, it is not hard to see t?at the servicing requirements of foreign 
investment could rise substantially in the future. This problem is likely to get further . 

. compounded by the need to service the foreign institutional investors (Fils) who are: 
allowed to repatriate their speculative investments and returns on them. Foreign 

" exchange earnings through exports may not rise at the required rate, the country is 
likely to go in for attracting more foreign borrowing, thus postponing and compounding 
the problem. Capital markets in India are shallow. They need to be strengthened to 
unleash their immense potential to intermediate between savers and users. Areas of 
concern revolve around their morbidity, poor liquidity, poor disclosure standards, 
rigidity of legislative environment and, above all, poor investor confidence. 

Apart from this, a question arises as to whether Indian economy has the domestic 
saving capacity to absorb the high level of foreign investment? In foreign investment 
based proj ec'ts, foreign equity is generally a small portion of total project costs-about 
one-third. The rest of the costs have to be funded through domestic equity, domestic 
debt capital, or foreign debt capital, as is the case in some recent projects - power, 
automobile, and electronic components - where information is available. This 
suggests that to put in place $ 10 billion of foreign equity invest111ent, another $ 20. 
billion or so would have to be raised from domestic and foreign sourc~s. ·, . 

~ ·_ ~:~--::~t~~-; . 

The economic Survey estimated that the gross domestic saving in India in 1994-95 
was about$ 75 billion. This would then suggest that a fourth or so of domestic saving 
could be required to complement $ 10 billion of foreign equity capital. India's 
domestic saving to GNP ratio during the last five years has averaged at about 24 per 
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cent, compared to 40 per cent in China. Thus large FDI flows into India will clearly 
divert a larger proportion of domestic saving from other uses as compared to China. 

There are several other issues, which are important from a developmental perspective. 
FDI as well as the domestic private investment in infra structural sectors is bound to 
raise the unit costs of such infra structural services substantially in the future. The· 
issue here is: Can the Indian economy absorb such cost increases without losing its 
international competitive edge? Or will the cost increases be sufficiently compensated 
for by increased q~ality, reliability and availability of such services? 

The foreign investment in non- infra s"tructural sectors are in the areas of_up~market 
goods- electronic entertainment, consumer durables, etc. The issue here is: How is 
India to improve the availability of mass consumption ("Wage") goods and social 
services like education, health, etc.? Furthermore, the technologies associated with 
foreign investment are generally labour displacing. How then, is India to generate 
more employment opportunities and alleviate poverty? 

Hence, India should substantially increase domestic saving to the level of the 
countries in East and Southeast Asia, improve the productivity of domestic human 
resources, public and private capital, and land. It must also consider and adopt more 
labor-absorbing technological and organizational alternatives. Only such strategies 
can enable it to proceed on a: more self-reliant and determined path of growth and 
development without adding to the developmental costs of the present and future 
generations. 

Debt is generally denominated in foreign currency whereas investments in portfolio 
investments in the stock market are in local currency. At the time of economic crisis 
as happened in Mexico in 1994 and South East Asia in 1997. it was the short term debt. 
(including short-term bonds for examples Tesobonos in Mexico) which created 
problem from its volatileness and quick outflow and not so mu·ch of the portfolio 
investment. The reason is apparent because generally the debts are in foreign 
currency but the portfolio is in local curreacy. At the time of economic crisis if 
Fils want to withdraw from the host country, it will loose on both the counts, the 
low realisation for slump in the stock market and the fall in the value of local 
-currency. 

On 4 May 1991, 'The Economist' 33 described India in its cover "A tiger in a cage."· 
The andysis then put much of the blame for India's economic predicament on its 
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'ever-proliferating bureaucracy' and its 'licence raj', and expressed the dialectic 
hope that with the election then due, 'the new government will immediately face a 
fiscal crisis' and as a consequence it 'might-just might-start a-reappraisal of the 
economic role of government that is so long overdue'. The events that ushered in the 
economic reforms after the new elections did not depart very far from that scenario. 
Three years later Forbes magazine published its cover page (23 May 1994) with the 
note: 'India may be the best emerging market of all'. The real issue in 'uncaging' the 
tiger is the -need to go well beyond liberalization and this is what the Government of 
India seems to have mentioned about 'Second Generation of Reforms' in the Budget 
Speech of th~ Finance Minister on 28th February 2001. 

To sum up, the global capital pie is enormous, however India's share of this pie is 
insignificant. The competition for global capital is i11tei:lse, even smaller economies 
have attracted larger investments than India can easily attract five to ten times its 
current capital inflow if it brings about an environment of openness, transparency and 
freedom for entrepreneurs in their economic decisions. 

The attractiveness ofindia a~ a destination for FD] can be enhanced by streamlining 
procedures, removing bureaucratic hurdles and by taking other steps that will 
improve returns on direct investments in India. The perceived hurdles in India often 
relate to: poorly defined policies, multi-layered bureaucratic structures, perceptions 
of corruption, delays inherent in the Indian judicial and administrative systems, 
difficulties relating to the restructuring ofbusinesses, lack of flexibility in restructuring 
manpower and lack of a pragmatic exit policy for companies. 
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